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HEALTH EFFECTS IN ASTHMATIC CHILDREN
Chairperson: Dr. Curtis W. Noonan
ABSTRACT
The primary aim of the ARTIS study (Asthma Randomized Trial of Indoor Wood Smoke)
is to improve the quality of life of asthmatic children living in wood stove homes by
reducing in-home fine particulate matter (PM2.5). In the original project, characterizing
exposure to the coarse fraction of particulate matter (consisting of particles <10 µm and
>2.5 µm; PMc) was not proposed. The coarse fraction has been shown to elicit
increased pulmonary inflammation compared to PM2.5. This may be due to biogenic
constituents of PMc such as endotoxin, a component of the cell wall of Gram-negative
bacteria. Scientific interest in the coarse fraction is on the rise due to its unique
documented adverse health effects and potential for regulatory status. A novel filterbased sampler (coarse particle environmental monitor, CPEM) was used to characterize
coarse fraction and airborne endotoxin concentrations in a subset of ARTIS homes. In
50 homes, only the presence of pets was associated with PMc concentrations. The
frequency of wood stove use (loading/stoking) was not associated with either PMc or
airborne endotoxin concentrations. Following 43 homes from pre- to post-intervention,
homes that received an active filter intervention had a 27.4 µg/m3 greater reduction in
PM2.5 relative to a placebo intervention with a treatment effect of ~90%. The placebo
filters were unexpectedly efficient in significantly reducing PMc and airborne endotoxin
concentrations. As a result, the active filter intervention showed no enhanced ability to
reduce PMc and airborne endotoxin relative to the placebo intervention. These effects
remained significant when the filter units were run at least 50% of the time. Finally,
baseline health outcomes were investigated for association with PMc and airborne
endotoxin concentrations in 38 asthmatic children living in the wood stove homes. As a
whole we found a more general pro-inflammatory and oxidative stress response to
increased endotoxin concentrations as opposed to the phenotypic allergic asthma
response. We also found separate and unique health outcome associations with PMc
and airborne endotoxin. Overall, these studies significantly advance our understanding
of in-home exposures, health effects, and reduction efforts of asthma exacerbating
agents in wood stove homes.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This dissertation describes exposures, health effects, and reduction efforts of asthma
exacerbating agents in wood stove homes. The introduction will 1) provide an in-depth
review of the global importance of biomass smoke research, 2) describe the
mechanisms of coarse fraction and endotoxin toxicity in relation to asthma, and 3)
summarize previous research on indoor air quality interventions.

Global Biomass Smoke Exposure
Wood is the most common solid fuel burned worldwide for the 3 billion people that cook
and heat their homes with biomass or coal (~43% of the world’s current population with
some estimates >50%). Biomass fuel refers to any living or recently living plant and/or
animal-based material that is deliberately burned by people for fuel such as wood, twigs,
dried animal dung, charcoal (a product of incomplete burning of wood), grass, or
agricultural crop residues. Fuels lower in the energy ladder such as biomass fuels are
less efficient and produce more pollution, but are less expensive (Figure 1.1) (Sood,
2012). Socioeconomic status is a key component in the global use of biomass fuels, with
poor and rural areas dependent on biomass for fuel. People living at the bottom of the
energy ladder often live on <$1-2 per day and have no access to cleaner burning gas or
electricity (Mortimer, 2012).
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Figure 1.1. The energy ladder.

Figure 1.1. The energy ladder. Fuels lower in the energy ladder are less efficient and
produce more pollution, but are less expensive. Conversely, fuels higher in the energy
ladder are more efficient and produce less pollution, but are more expensive (Sood,
2012).
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The impact of all this in-home biomass burning is that approximately 76% of all
global particulate matter (PM) air pollution occurs indoors in the developing world
(Fullerton, 2008). Biomass fuel smoke contains a complex mixture of a large number of
pollutants including PM, carbon monoxide, oxides of nitrogen and sulfur, benzene,
formaldehyde, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons such as benzo(α)pyrene, free radicals,
aldehydes, volatile organic compounds, chlorinated dioxins, oxygenated and chlorinated
particulate matter, and endotoxin (Kurmi, 2012). Among these pollutants, a
comprehensive review by Naeher et al. concluded that fine particulate matter (having an
aerodynamic diameter <2.5 µm; (PM2.5)) serves as the best exposure metric for wood
smoke and tends to be among the most elevated pollutants during exposure events for
comparison with existing air quality standards (Naeher, 2007). The selection of an
appropriate exposure metric for wood smoke is important as smoke from various solid
fuels is not alike. For example, wood-burning stoves in low-income areas in Mozambique
were associated with a significantly higher release of respirable particles during cook
time (1260 µg/m3) compared with either charcoal (540 µg/m3) or liquefied petroleum gas
stoves (200-380 µg/m3) (Ellegard, 1996).
There are established associations between indoor air pollution from biomass
smoke and a wide variety of adverse health effects. The strongest associations exist
with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD; both emphysema and chronic
bronchitis), acute respiratory tract infections, and lung cancer. Weaker associations exist
with asthma, tuberculosis, and interstitial lung disease (Sood, 2012). Evidence also
implicates exposure to indoor air pollution from biomass smoke with adverse effects on
several birth outcomes including low birth weight, intrauterine growth retardation, and
perinatal mortality (Pope, 2010). These associations are not limited to a particular
geographical area. For example, reports of maternal exposure to biomass smoke and
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reduced birth weight have been published in studies from Zimbabwe (Mishra, 2004),
Guatemala (Boy, 2002), Pakistan (Siddiqui, 2008), and India (Tielsch, 2009).
The disease burden of indoor air pollution from household solid fuel use is
extraordinary. An estimated 2 million people die prematurely from illnesses attributable
to indoor air pollution from household solid fuel use annually (Sood, 2012), with almost
one-half of these deaths resulting from pneumonia in children under the age of 5 years
(World Health Organization, 2009). Worldwide, indoor air pollution from solid fuel use is
the number one global cause of COPD (Sood, 2012), and along with lung cancer
accounts for 1.1 million deaths every year in non-smoking women, occurring almost
exclusively in lower- and middle-income countries (Mortimer, 2012).
Despite these staggering statistics, household air pollution historically has not
received sufficient attention from the scientific, medical, public health, development, and
policy-making communities. However, in recent years there have been increasing efforts
to make a large impact on the current burden of disease. In 2010 an initiative led by the
United Nations Foundation called the Global Alliance for Clean Cookstoves was
launched to achieve the goal of 100 million homes adopting clean cooking technology by
2020 (Martin, 2011). Another large intervention study known as RESPIRE (Randomized
Exposure Study of Pollution Indoors and Respiratory Effects) has also taken place over
the last decade resulting in multiple publications characterizing exposures and health
impacts of long-term reductions in wood smoke exposure in rural Guatemala (Smith,
2006, Smith, 2009, McCracken, 2007, McCracken, 2011, Thompson, 2011, Smith,
2011).
Biomass burning is not exclusive to developing countries. Rural areas of the
United States (Ward, 2010), Canada (Levesque, 2001), the United Kingdom (Semple,
2011), Scandinavia (Molnar, 2005, Gustafson, 2008), Australia (Johnston, 2013) and
New Zealand (McGowan, 2002) have regions where winter air pollution is dominated by
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particulate matter from solid fuel domestic heating. Summertime exposures to biomass
smoke can also occur during wildland fire events, resulting in exposures for wildland
firefighters (Booze, 2004, Reinhardt, 2004), base camp personnel (McNamara, 2011),
and the residents of nearby communities. Alterations in weather patterns, such as
warmer temperature trends brought about by global climate change, can influence the
frequency and duration of wildland fires (Dale, 2001). Warmer temperatures have also
contributed to the size and severity of the mountain pine beetle outbreak, which in the
western United States alone is estimated to have killed over 2 million acres of coniferous
trees, thereby leaving standing fuel for future forest fires (Williams, 2002). Coupled
together, these warmer temperatures and increased fuel loads in our forests are
providing for increased risks of large wildland fires. As a result, exposure of wildland fire
fighters, incident command and support personnel, and residents of nearby communities
to biomass smoke will likely increase. As exposure to biomass smoke is not limited to a
geographical area, more studies are needed to characterize exposures and health
effects in a variety of settings.
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The Coarse Fraction and Endotoxin
Fine particulate matter has been established as the best exposure metric for wood
smoke (Naeher, 2007). Larger respirable particles, classified as PM10 (aerodynamic
diameter <10 µm) are also found at elevated concentrations in homes burning solid fuels
in developing countries (Ezzati, 2002) and have known negative health effects (Pope,
1995). However, the coarse size fraction, consisting of particles < 10 µm and >2.5 µm
(PMc), has arisen as a new class of interest due to its distinct epidemiological and
toxicological findings. A systematic review of studies investigating both PM2.5 and PMc
concluded that little evidence exists establishing a relationship between PMc and
mortality. However, in studies of COPD, asthma, and respiratory hospital admissions
PMc has a stronger or as strong short-term effect as PM2.5 (Brunekreef, 2005).
Several characteristics make PMc a unique size fraction of PM. Unlike PM10,
PMc is not as strongly correlated with PM2.5 in the ambient environment (Tager, 2010).
This allows for distinct health effects of PMc to be determined independent of PM2.5
concentrations. From a toxicological perspective, PMc has been shown to cause a more
significant pulmonary inflammatory response than PM2.5 in an animal model (Tong,
2010) as well as increased inflammatory potential in multiple respiratory cell lines
(Gualtieri, 2010, Oeder, 2012). PMc captured during wildfire activity has shown more
proinflammatory and oxidative stress potential on an equal-dose basis than PM2.5
particles (Wegesser, 2010). This indicates that PMc from biomass smoke may elicit a
stronger respiratory response than PM2.5.
The increased inflammatory potential of PMc relative to PM2.5 may be linked to
the biological components of PMc. The biological components of PM, also known as
biogenics, can be evaluated through quantification of mold spores, (1,3)-β-d-glucan (a
fungal marker), total protein, and endotoxin. Endotoxin, lipopolysaccharide derived from
the outer membrane of Gram-negative bacteria, has long been recognized to cause both
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immediate and sustained airflow obstruction in asthmatics (Liu, 2004). A temporo-spatial
analysis detected ambient endotoxin in PMc at concentrations 10-fold higher than found
in PM2.5 (Heinrich, 2003) and this distribution is consistent in indoor environments as well
(Menetrez, 2009).
To evaluate the biological activity of endotoxin in air and dust samples, dry heat
sterilization treatment of 250°C for 30 minutes will depyrogenate a sample, effectively
inactivating the endotoxin (Hecker, 1994). This method is also accepted for removal of
endotoxin from pharmaceutical agents by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA,
1984). Comparing standard samples to heat-treated samples reveals inactivation of
endotoxin within the coarse fraction that significantly attenuates inflammatory mediators
in healthy humans (Alexis, 2006). This supports in vitro data which reveals heattreatment of house dust reduces the capacity of human alveolar epithelial cells to
produce IL-8, a proinflammatory mediator (Mathiesen, 2004).
As previously mentioned, endotoxin is one of many pollutants found in biomass
smoke. Endotoxin is found to be particularly elevated where maize crop residue or cow
dung is burned (Kurmi, 2012). Elevated airborne endotoxin levels were also seen in a
study conducted in Nepal and Malawi with airborne endotoxin concentrations at 24
endotoxin units (EU)/m3 in charcoal-burning homes and 40 EU/m3 in wood-burning
homes (Semple, 2010). In Nepal, short-term measurements during cooking indicated
average inhalable endotoxin levels of 365 EU/m3 for dung-burning homes and 43 EU/m3
for wood-burning homes (Semple, 2010). These concentrations are orders of magnitude
higher than similar studies reporting airborne endotoxin in non-biomass burning homes
(Thorne, 2007). Another study found wood-burning homes in Scotland and Ireland had
higher airborne endotoxin concentrations than homes burning coal, peat, or using gas
cooking (Semple, 2011).
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In addition to biomass smoke, in-home endotoxin concentrations have been
consistently attributed to several home characteristics. Rural homes have been
associated with higher levels of indoor endotoxin than urban homes (Lawson, 2011,
Barnig, 2012). Increased number of residents has been found to be significantly
associated with increased endotoxin concentrations in dust samples in two large studies
sampling 184 and 2,552 homes, respectively (Singh, 2011, Thorne, 2009). In addition,
number of pets has also been identified as a predictor of in-home endotoxin levels
(Thorne, 2009, Park, 2001, Sordillo, 2011). Park et al. investigated the presence of dogs
in homes and found a 96% difference in airborne endotoxin in total suspended
particulate between homes currently having a dog and homes that had never had a dog
(Park, 2001). Thorne et al. and Sordillo et al. reported similar findings by evaluating
number of pets via presence/absence of dogs and cats (Thorne, 2009, Sordillo, 2011).
Dampness/moisture sources have been identified as predictors of in-home endotoxin
qualitatively by survey data on humidifier use, report of water damage, visible mold, use
of central air, and living in an apartment (Sordillo, 2011, Park, 2001). When possible
these primary factors (rural setting, people, pets, and dampness) should be evaluated in
studies where indoor endotoxin is an exposure of interest.
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Toxicity of the Coarse Fraction/Endotoxin
The exact mechanism by which particulate matter exerts its adverse effects is still
unclear. It is likely a combination of factors stemming from local inflammation in the
lungs (responsible for adverse pulmonary effects) as well as a systemic inflammatory
response that impacts coronary arteries (resulting in adverse cardiovascular events)
(Hoffmann, 2007). Once inhaled, larger particles (such as PMc) are likely deposited at
the tracheobronchial tree level while smaller particles (PM2.5) reach the alveolar spaces
(van Berlo, 2012). Mucosal host immune defense systems work to eliminate the foreign
material through physical and chemical clearance processes. PMc is hypothesized to
induce innate immune responses via the endotoxin-toll-like receptor (TLR) 4 pathway
while PM2.5 likely acts via generation of reactive oxygen species by transition metals
and/or polyaromatic hydrocarbons (Miyata, 2011). The innate immune responses are
characterized by activation of transcription factors such as nuclear factor (NF)-κB and
the production of downstream proinflammatory cytokines (Miyata, 2011).
Endotoxin is interchangeably referred to as LPS, or lipopolysaccharide, which is
a structural component of the outer membrane of gram-negative bacteria (Figure 1.2).
The lipid region of LPS (lipid A) anchors the LPS into the bacterial membrane in living
bacteria. When the bacteria dies or the cell membrane is damaged, the lipid A portion of
LPS is the antigenic surface recognized by the innate immune system and is essential
for its characteristic toxicity as variations in lipid A structure are associated with
variations in its toxic potency over a wide range (Duquenne, 2012). The outer portion of
the polysaccharide (O-specific chain) varies among serotypes of a single bacterial
species while the core oligosaccharide chain is relatively conserved (Medicine, 2010,
Song, 2012).
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Figure 1.2. Chemical structure of LPS.

Figure 1.2. Chemical structure of LPS. O specific chain varies across bacterial species,
while lipid A region is responsible for toxic effects (Song, 2012).
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The pathway for endotoxin binding and cell activation is a classic example of the
innate immune system encountering, recognizing, and setting forth processes to
eliminate a foreign pathogen (Figure 1.3) (Cohen, 2002). The mechanism includes an
opsonin, LPS binding protein (LBP), which binds free LPS and presents it to either
membrane-bound or soluble CD14. After binding LPS-LBP complexes, membranebound CD14 activates myeloid cells such as dendritic cells and macrophages while
soluble CD14 activates nonmyeloid (epithelial or endothelial) cells. The signal is
transduced via toll-like receptors (TLR) TLR4 and TLR2 in myeloid and nonmyeloid cells,
respectively. CD14 and TLRs are known as pattern receptors and are involved in the
recognition of other bacterial and fungal infections via pathogen-associated molecular
patterns (PAMPs) (Song, 2012). The activation of the TLR signaling pathway results in
the synthesis of proinflammatory cytokines and therefore prepares the immune system
for infection and foreign pathogen removal (Song, 2012).
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Figure 1.3. Principal LPS mechanism.

Figure 1.3. Principal LPS mechanism. The principal mechanism by which LPS is sensed
is via an LPS-binding protein (LBP)–LPS complex and then signaling through the Tolllike receptor 4 (TLR4)–MD-2 complex at the surface of an alveolar macrophage (Cohen,
2002).
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Macrophages and dendritic cells have abundant membrane-bound CD14 and
exhibit sensitive and prolific responses to endotoxin. Alveolar macrophages have been
shown to produce the proinflammatory cytokines IL-8, IL-6, GM-CSF, and IL-1β as well
as IFN-γ, which is critical in innate immune responses to bacterial infections in response
to LPS exposure (Liu, 2004, Zhu, 2010). LPS is also a B cell mitogen and promotes
isotype switching from IgM to IgE in the presence of IL-4 (Medicine, 2010). Thus,
endotoxin not only serves as a potent stimulus to innate immune responses but also
serves as a stimulus and bridge to adaptive immunity.
This concept introduces a unique paradox faced by endotoxin researchers. On
one hand, the mechanisms described above could explain why residential endotoxin
exposure has been significantly associated with an increase in prevalence of wheeze
(Horick, 2006, Ryan, 2009) and has been identified as a significant risk factor for
increased asthma prevalence (Thorne, 2005). This is in agreement with worker health
effects observed in such diverse industries as the cotton industry, animal husbandry,
wastewater treatment, coffee curing, and wood processing (Duquenne, 2012, Moen,
2012, Pipinic, 2010). A health-based guidance limit of 50 EU/m3 has been recommended
for occupational settings in the Netherlands for an 8-hr time-weighted average exposure
(Heederik, 1997). There is no doubt that in vitro, in vivo, and ex vivo studies consistently
show proinflammatory effects of endotoxin exposure.
On the other hand, early life exposure to endotoxin (i.e., rural upbringing) is
thought to explain the lower risk of atopy and asthma found in farmers’ children and
children with childhood pets (Douwes, 2002, Sordillo, 2010). This potential protection
from atopy and asthma is in agreement with the hygiene hypothesis, which attributes the
increase in global asthma prevalence to increased cleanliness, reduced family size, and
subsequent decrease in microbial exposures (Brooks, 2013). However, evaluation of this
potentially protective effect is challenging to generalize to larger populations. Although
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evidence suggests that endotoxin exposure may protect against the development of
atopy, at most only 50% of asthma cases appear to be attributable to mechanisms
involving atopy (Pearce, 1999). Atopy is characterized by the production of specific IgE
in response to common environmental allergens for which skin prick testing is
convenient in epidemiological studies (Peden, 2000). A recent review of this topic
proposed the term “early immune challenge hypothesis” (Kramer, 2013). This hypothesis
encourages parents to allow their children to play with one another in the natural
environment without protecting them from a perceived ‘dirty’ environment while at the
same time honoring hygiene standards and strategies, such as washing hands after
using the bathroom (Kramer, 2013). The role of endotoxin in the etiology of asthma has
yet to be fully elucidated. However, children and adults with existing asthma have a
unique immune profile that may respond differently to endotoxin exposure than nonasthmatics.
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Th1/Th2 Balance in Asthma
Asthma is a complex multifactorial disease that is characterized by reversible airway
obstruction, airway hyperresponsiveness, and eosinophilic airway inflammation (Peden,
2000). Allergies and atopic asthma are considered type 1 hypersensitivies, which are
reactions provoked by re-exposure to a specific type of antigen referred to as an allergen
(Crinnion, 2012). Once inhaled, antigens are recognized and engulfed by alveolar
macrophages, the first line of immune defense in the lung. The alveolar macrophage
then sends out chemical messengers to alert the immune system to the presence of this
antigen. The chemical messengers responsible for communication in the immune
system are known as cytokines or lymphokines. T-helper cells (Th cells) are also
immune system messengers that activate or direct other immune cells (Crinnion, 2012).
Th cells can develop into effector Th cells, memory Th cells, or regulatory Th
cells. Effector Th cells subsequently differentiate into two major subtypes known as Type
1 and Type 2 helper T cells (Th1 and Th2 cells, respectively) (Crinnion, 2012). Th1 cells
are involved in maximizing the killing efficacy of macrophages and play a vital role in
fighting viral and bacterial pathogens. Th2 cells stimulate the adaptive immune system
and influence B-cell proliferation and the production of neutralizing antibodies (Crinnion,
2012). Th2 cytokines activate eosinophils, a hallmark of the asthmatic phenotype
(Peden, 2000).
The Th1/Th2 balance can be investigated via cytokine profiles. IL-10 and IL-4 are
cytokines derived from Th2 cells while IFN-γ is a product of Th1 cells. IL-10 suppresses
the activity of Th1 cells and IFN-γ suppresses the differentiation of Th2 cells (Chung,
2001). This feedback typically keeps infection fighting (Th1) and eosinophilic
inflammation (Th2) in check, however studies investigating bronchalveolar lavage fluid
and lung biopsies have confirmed that a Th2 dominated lung environment is seen in
atopic asthmatics (Robinson, 1992, Walker, 1992). As a result, there is elevation of IL-4
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and depression of IFN- γ (Tang, 1995), which is commonly described with the IL-4/IFN-γ
ratio.
As mentioned above, at most only 50% of asthma cases appear to be
attributable to mechanisms involving atopy, deemed extrinsic asthma (Pearce, 1999).
Those with intrinsic, or nonatopic asthma, tend to have onset of symptoms later in life
(“adult-onset asthma”), are more commonly female, have disease that is more difficult to
control, and more frequently have rhinosinusitis (Corrigan, 2004). Intrinsic asthma is
clinically handled as exercise induced or chemical (i.e., smoke) induced because
intrinsic asthmatics mount no response to skin prick tests for common allergens
(Corrigan, 2004). Overall, eosinophilic infiltration and local expression of cytokines
thought to be important in asthma pathogenesis (i.e., IL-4 and IL-5) are similar between
atopic and nonatopic asthmatics (Corrigan, 2004). This supports the hypothesis that IgEmediated mechanisms play no critical role in the pathogenesis of asthma but do
exacerbate symptoms in sensitized, atopic patients (Corrigan, 2004). In all, the atopic
status of asthmatics is a crucial descriptor to account for in health-based studies.
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Indoor Air Quality Interventions for Asthma
Prevalence of childhood asthma has drastically increased in the past several decades,
especially in industrialized nations (Kay, 2001). The estimated number of U.S. children
diagnosed with asthma was 10 million in 2011 with 1.8 million emergency room visits
with asthma as the primary diagnosis (Bloom, 2012). Health care for children with
asthma consumes >$2.0 billion annually in the U.S. alone (Landrigan, 2002). Due to this
disease and health care burden there have been a diverse array of strategies to reduce
exposures that exacerbate asthma symptoms. Indoor asthma triggers have been the
targets of many intervention studies as people spend a majority of their time indoors,
averaging 86-87% of time for the general population and 89-90% for children (Klepeis,
2001). The home environment is ideal for health-based interventions because it can be
altered with fewer resources and fewer barriers than the outdoor environment. A recent
review determined the economic value of home-based multicomponent interventions for
reducing asthma morbidity to have a benefit-cost ratio ranging from 5.3-14.0, implying
that for every dollar spent on the intervention the monetary value of the resulting
benefits, such as averted medical costs, is $5.30 - $14.00 (Nurmagambetov, 2011).
Multiple reviews have established the effectiveness of indoor air filtration systems
on reducing asthma symptoms (McDonald, 2002), including a review of recent
intervention studies which determined air filtration to be responsible for ~7-25% health
improvement in adverse allergy and asthma outcomes (Fisk, 2013). These air filters can
reduce exposure to asthma triggers such as airborne pet allergen (van der Heide, 1999)
and particulate matter. Air filters have been shown to significantly reduce breathing
problems, allergy attacks (Johnson, 2009), and asthma symptoms scores (Eick, 2011) in
asthmatic children. Air filtration has also been shown to be effective in adults, reducing
biomarkers of inflammation in healthy adults (Allen, 2009) and medication requirement in
asthmatic adults (McDonald, 2002). Therefore, low-cost air filtration interventions have
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the potential to greatly improve indoor air quality (IAQ) while reducing health costs for
the family of an asthmatic child.
Our research group has previously attempted to reduce indoor PM2.5
concentrations in wood stove homes by replacing older model wood stoves with cleaner
burning EPA-certified wood stoves (Ward, 2008, Noonan, 2012a). Crude overall indoor
PM2.5 concentrations were reduced by 56% following the wood stove changeouts but
there was substantial variability in efficacy. For example, five of the 21 homes
investigated in that study demonstrated no average reduction in indoor PM2.5 and seven
homes had at least one post-changeout sampling with higher indoor PM2.5 than the
concentrations observed in that home during pre-changeout sampling (Noonan, 2012a).
While wood stove changeouts can be inconsistent, the use of a stand alone filter unit
has been shown to reduce indoor PM2.5 in a wood stove home by 76% (Hart, 2011). The
lack of consistent indoor air quality improvements following wood stove changeouts and
the efficacy of stand alone filter use in a wood stove home supports the use of an air
filtration intervention to reduce in-home particulate levels in wood stove homes.
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Project Overview
Title: Indoor coarse particulate matter: Evaluating exposures and health effects in
asthmatic children
My overall hypothesis is that indoor coarse fraction levels are associated with adverse
health outcomes in asthmatic children living in wood stove homes and that an air filter
intervention is effective in reducing indoor coarse fraction concentrations.

Specific Aim 1 (Chapter 2): Characterize airborne coarse fraction (PMc)
concentration and biological content in homes with wood stoves. Pre-intervention
sampling will be used to characterize these exposures (n=50). I hypothesize that home
characteristics previously identified as predictors of indoor endotoxin content (people,
pets, and dampness/humidity) as well as frequency of wood stove use will be predictors
of airborne endotoxin in these homes. Additional home characteristics such as square
footage, ambient temperature, and PM2.5 concentrations will be evaluated for their
influence on PMc and airborne endotoxin concentrations.

Specific Aim 2 (Chapter 3): Evaluate efficacy of filtration unit intervention on
reduction of coarse fraction and airborne endotoxin concentrations. Homes with
pre- and post-intervention CPEM data (n=43) will be evaluated for PMc and endotoxin
content reduction based on assigned intervention. I hypothesize that, compared to their
baseline winter concentrations, indoor PMc concentrations will be more reduced in
active filtration homes (n=21) than in placebo filtration homes (n=22). Particle reduction
will also be evaluated through data collected with a particle counter which will provide
simultaneous counts of particles in multiple size ranges (0.3-0.49, 0.5-0.99, 1.0-2.49,
2.5-4.9 and 5.0-10.0 µm).
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Specific Aim 3 (Chapter 4): Establish relationship between coarse fraction and
airborne endotoxin concentrations to physiological and overall health outcomes.
All primary subjects from homes with CPEM and health data will be included in the
analyses (n=38). I hypothesize that elevated coarse fraction and associated airborne
endotoxin concentrations will correlate with adverse health outcomes in asthmatic
children. Overall health will be evaluated through the use of a Pediatric Asthma Quality
of Life Questionnaire while physiological health will be evaluated through biomarker
analyses in exhaled breath condensate.

My project will contribute several novel aspects to the ARTIS study by assessing
exposure to a new indoor air pollutant of interest (PMc) as well as elucidate interventionbased exposure variation. It will also contribute towards a better understanding of indoor
coarse fraction and airborne endotoxin exposure, as well as the associated health
effects in asthmatic children living in homes with wood stoves. Data collection for this
project will occur simultaneously with the established data collection strategy for ARTIS
(Figure 1.4). Briefly, four 48-hour sampling episodes occur at each participant home.
Two sampling episodes occur during the pre-intervention winter and two sampling
episodes occur during the post-intervention winter. The implementation of household
interventions (i.e. active air filter or placebo filter) occurs during the summer or fall
between the two winters. Each sampling episode includes data collection for both health
outcomes and exposure assessment (Noonan, 2012b).
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Figure 1.4. ARTIS data collection strategy.

Figure 1.4. ARTIS data collection strategy. Four sampling episodes occur at each
participant home. Two sampling episodes occur during the pre-intervention winter, and
two sampling episodes occur during the post-intervention winter. The implementation of
household interventions (i.e., active air filter or placebo filter) occurs during the summer
or fall between the two winters. Each sampling episode, illustrated in the table
surrounded by the dashed line box, includes data collection for both health outcomes
and exposure assessment. The dashed arrow for the pediatric asthma quality of life
survey indicates that the data reflect the child's symptoms, limitations and other quality
of life indicators during the week prior to the corresponding home visit. Solid lines
indicate periods during which data are collected on a continuous basis. Solid dots
indicate measures that are assessed at specific time points (e.g., mornings for biological
sample collections or mornings and evenings for pulmonary function measures). Not
listed is co-sampling with a CPEM which occurrs simultaneously to other exposure
assessment measurements (Noonan, 2012b).
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CHAPTER 2
Coarse Particulate Matter and Airborne Endotoxin Within Wood Stove Homes
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ABSTRACT
Emissions from indoor biomass burning are a major public health concern in developing
areas of the world. Less is known about indoor air quality, particularly airborne
endotoxin, in homes burning biomass fuel in residential wood stoves in higher income
countries. A filter-based sampler was used to evaluate wintertime indoor coarse
particulate matter (PMc) and airborne endotoxin (EU/m3, EU/mg) concentrations in 50
homes using wood stoves as their primary source of heat in western Montana. We
investigated number of residents, number of pets, dampness (humidity), and frequency
of wood stove usage as potential predictors of indoor airborne endotoxin concentrations.
Two 48-hour sampling events per home revealed a mean winter PMc concentration (±
sd) of 12.9 (± 8.6) µg/m3, while PM2.5 concentrations averaged 32.3 (± 32.6) µg/m3.
Endotoxin concentrations measured from PMc filter samples were 9.2 (± 12.4) EU/m3
and 1,010 (± 1,524) EU/mg. PMc and PM2.5 were significantly correlated in wood stove
homes (r=0.36, p<0.05). The presence of pets in the homes was associated with PMc
but not with endotoxin concentrations. Importantly, none of the other measured home
characteristics was a strong predictor of airborne endotoxin, including frequency of
residential wood stove usage.
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INTRODUCTION
It is well known that cookstoves are a significant source of indoor air pollution in many
developing areas throughout the world. Studies have shown that particles <10 µm
(PM10) can be elevated in homes that use biomass fuel, with indoor concentrations ~10
to 70 times above ambient concentrations observed in some of the world’s most polluted
cities (Salvi and Barnes, 2010). Globally, less focus has been placed on understanding
the biomass combustion exposures associated with domestic heating. Wood burning
has been found to be a significant source of ambient particulate matter (PM) in rural
areas of Scandinavia, New Zealand, Canada and the Northwest United States, including
the northern Rocky Mountains of western Montana (NERI, 2005; McGowan et al., 2002;
Larson and Koenig, 1994; Maykut et al., 2003; Ward and Lange, 2010; Ward et al.,
2006; Schumpert et al., 2006; Noonan and Ward, 2007; Noonan et al., 2012c), in some
cases accounting for up to 90% of ambient fine particles (PM2.5) (McGowan et al., 2002).
Importantly, indoor air quality can be impacted by wood stove use. Elevated short- and
long-term PM2.5 concentrations generated from wood burning are frequently much higher
than those observed in the ambient environment (Ward et al., 2011; Ward et al., 2008;
Noonan et al., 2012a) and often higher than the 24-hour ambient standard established
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) of 35 µg/m3.
As people spend the majority of their time indoors (Klepeis et al., 2001), it is
important to understand indoor exposures to hazardous pollutants such as PM10 and
PM2.5. PM10 and PM2.5 can penetrate into the thoracic and lower airways, respectively,
and are known to cause a variety of adverse health effects (Brunekreef and Forsberg,
2005). The coarse size fraction, consisting of particles with an average aerodynamic
diameter of <10 µm and >2.5 µm (PMc), has arisen as a new class of interest because,
unlike PM10, it is not as strongly correlated with PM2.5 (Tager et al., 2010). PMc has been
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shown to cause a more significant pulmonary inflammatory response than PM2.5 in an
animal model (Tong et al., 2010) as well as increased inflammatory potential in multiple
respiratory cell lines (Gualtieri et al., 2010; Oeder et al., 2012). Coarse particles captured
during wildfire activity have shown more proinflammatory and oxidative stress potential
on an equal-dose basis than fine particles (Wegesser et al., 2010). This inflammatory
potential may be linked to the biological components of PMc, as biological inactivation of
the coarse fraction significantly attenuates inflammatory effects in healthy humans
(Alexis et al., 2006).
A major biological component of PMc is endotoxin (Liu, 2004). Endotoxins,
lipopolysaccharides derived from the outer membrane of Gram-negative bacteria, have
long been recognized to cause both immediate and sustained airflow obstruction in
asthmatics (Liu, 2004). A temporo-spatial analysis detected ambient endotoxin in the
coarse fraction at concentrations 10-fold higher than found in PM2.5 (Heinrich et al.,
2003), and this relationship exists in both indoor and outdoor environments (Menetrez et
al., 2009). A recent study conducted in Nepal and Malawi measured airborne endotoxin
concentrations in homes burning biomass fuel at orders of magnitude higher than those
found in homes in developed countries (Semple et al., 2010). A similar study found
wood-burning homes in Scotland and Ireland had higher airborne endotoxin
concentrations than homes burning coal, peat, or using gas cooking (Semple et al.,
2011). However, the frequency of stove loading and stoking was not accounted for in
that study.
Here we present results from a two-winter study that measured indoor PM2.5,
PMc, and airborne endotoxin concentrations within 50 wood stove homes throughout
western Montana, evaluating home characteristics previously identified as predictors of
endotoxin. These characteristics include dampness/moisture sources (Sordillo et al.,
2011; Park et al., 2001), presence of pets, (Thorne et al., 2009; Park et al., 2001;
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Sordillo et al., 2011), and number of people living in the home (Thorne et al., 2009;
Singh et al., 2011). We also collected novel data relevant to wood stove usage and
ambient weather conditions, both of which could potentially influence indoor biomass
smoke exposures.
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METHODS
Description of Parent Study
Asthma Randomized Trial of Indoor Wood Smoke (ARTIS) is an intervention-based
study aimed at improving the quality of life of asthmatic children living in wood stove
homes by reducing in-home PM2.5 exposures. The ARTIS study involves four separate
48-hour sampling visits per household over two consecutive winters (a baseline winter
and post-intervention winter) (Noonan and Ward, 2012b). The use of a non-EPA certified
(older model) wood stove as the primary heating source in the home was required for
inclusion in the study. In this manuscript, we present baseline (i.e. pre-intervention)
indoor air quality data collected over two winters (7 homes during November 2010March 2011 and 43 homes during November 2011-March 2012) for homes within a 200mile radius of Missoula, Montana.

Home Characteristics Data
At each sampling visit, homeowners reported descriptive characteristics of their
residence, including number of pets (furry animals only, i.e. dogs and cats) and square
footage. Throughout the 48-hour sampling event the homeowners were asked to track
wood stove usage, recording each time the wood stove was loaded or stoked. Ambient
meteorological data including temperature, humidity, wind speed, and precipitation were
collected for all sampling days from the weather station nearest to the respective homes.
Mean distance (range) from homes to the nearest weather station was 16.8 miles (0.644.4 miles). Meteorological data were averaged across visits for each home.

Indoor Sampling
Samplers were collocated in each home in the common living area on a table 3-5 feet off
the ground and across the room from the wood stove, if possible. In each sampling
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event, PM2.5 was continuously measured with a DustTrak (TSI Inc., Shoreview, MN,
USA). The DustTrak is an optical scattering instrument that measures PM in the airflow
by measuring the extent of forward scattering of an infrared diode laser beam. The
device is factory calibrated to the respirable fraction of standard ISO 12103-1, A1 test
dust (formerly Arizona Test Dust). DustTraks were zeroed and the impaction plate was
cleaned and greased/oiled as necessary prior to each sampling event. During each
sampling event, a DustTrak 8530 recorded 60-second averages of PM2.5.
Optical mass measurements (such as those made by the DustTrak) are
dependent upon particle size and material properties, therefore custom calibrations are
needed to improve the measurement accuracy when evaluating specific sources of
combustion. In an effort to accurately present wood smoke-related PM2.5 concentrations,
all DustTrak PM2.5 measurements presented in this manuscript were corrected to an
indoor wood smoke-specific correction factor of 1.65 developed by our research group
(McNamara et al., 2011). In addition to the DustTraks, co-located Q-traks (TSI Inc.,
Shoreview, MN, USA) were used to record 60-second averages of indoor temperature
and humidity (%rH). Data were downloaded from the DustTraks and Q-traks at the
conclusion of each sampling event.
Coarse fraction concentrations commonly are calculated from separate PM10 and
PM2.5 measurements. In this study, direct measurements of PMc and PM2.5 were
collected using a filter-based CPEM developed by RTI International (Research Triangle
Park, NC, USA). As previously described (Williams et al., 2009; Thornburg et al., 2009),
the CPEM is a series of three separation stages designed to be inserted into the MSP
Model 200 PM10 PEM (MSP Corp., Shoreview, MN). PMc is collected on two sequential
25 mm PTFE filters with polymethylpentene (PMP) support rings (thickness 3.0 µm;
Zefon International, Inc., Ocala, FL, USA) while PM2.5 is collected on a final 37 mm
PTFE filter with PMP support rings (thickness 2.0 µm; Zefon International, Inc., Ocala,
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FL, USA). The CPEM utilizes a battery-operated pump to achieve a flow rate of 2 Lpm.
Flow rates measured with a Drycal DC-Lite (BIOS International, Butler, NJ, USA) prior to
and following each sampling event were averaged to calculate the sample volume. If
necessary, pump flow was adjusted at deployment to achieve 2 Lpm. All data from
multiple sampling events per home were averaged to produce one winter average per
home.

Gravimetric Analyses
The gravimetric analyses of PMc and PM2.5 CPEM filters were conducted according to
previously described guidelines (Lawless and Rodes, 1999) and modified for optimal
conditions for teflon filters (Menetrez et al., 2009). Prior to sampling, each filter was
placed into individually labeled sterile polystyrene Analyslide containers (Pall Corp., Ann
Arbor, MI, USA) and allowed to equilibrate for 24-48 hours in an environmentally
controlled weighing facility at The University of Montana. The facility was maintained at a
temperature of 20-23 °C ± 2 °C with relative humidity of 30-40% ± 5%. Humidity was
maintained using an 8-gallon Kenmore Whole House humidifier (model 758.15408).
Static was controlled using a grounded anti-static floor mat (ComfortKing USA, Inc.,
Fairfield, NJ, USA) as well as a radioactive neutralizer (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.,
Waltham, MA, USA). Filters were weighed prior to and after each sampling event with a
calibrated MT5 microbalance (Mettler-Toledo LLC, Columbus, OH, USA). Multiple
laboratory blanks were within the repeatability of the scale (0.8 µg). A minimum of 10%
field blanks was included in all analyses.

Endotoxin Extraction and Analyses
Filter extraction methods were optimized for endotoxin analyses using methods adapted
from Thorne (Thorne, 2000) and Spaan et al. (Spaan et al., 2007). For PMc the two
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sequential 25 mm teflon filters were combined and extracted in 5 mL sterile, pyrogenfree water containing 0.05% Tween-20 for one hour at room temperature with vigorous
shaking. The extracts were then centrifuged at 1,000-x g for 15 minutes at room
temperature and supernatants were transferred into sterile, endotoxin-free 15 mL conical
tubes (Greiner Bio-One North America Inc., Monroe, NC, USA). Extracts were diluted
50-fold with pyrogen-free water prior to endotoxin analysis to counteract enhanced yields
due to Tween interference (Spaan et al., 2008). Samples were analyzed for endotoxin
using a kinetic chromogenic Limulus amebocyte lysate (LAL) assay (Endosafe
Endochrome-K; Charles River Laboratories Inc., Charleston, SC, USA). Lyophilized
standard endotoxin, chromogenic substrate, and LAL preparations were reconstituted
using pyrogen-free water. A 12-point standard curve was generated, ranging from 50 to
0.005 endotoxin units (EU)/ml. The absorbance in each well was measured at 405 nm
every 30 seconds for 90 minutes (Thorne, 2000). Samples with nondetectable endotoxin
levels were assigned a value of two-thirds the limit of detection (LOD) of the assay
(Spaan et al., 2008). Final endotoxin results are presented as both EU/m3 and EU/mg.

Statistical Analyses
SAS v9.2 (Cary, NC, USA) was used to perform all statistical analyses. Pearson’s
correlation coefficients were estimated to investigate relationships between logtransformed indoor air quality (IAQ) measurements assessed using different sampling
instruments. In regression analyses, we used the natural log of PMc and airborne
endotoxin concentrations to satisfy model assumptions, which we assessed in plots of
residuals. Results, therefore, are reported as the percent change in geometric mean
PMc and airborne endotoxin concentrations associated with various home
characteristics. Multiple linear regression was used to examine these relationships in
models adjusted for other home characteristics. Sensitivity analyses were performed to
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examine the impact on results after excluding a home with an average PM2.5
concentration ~63% higher than the next highest PM2.5 concentration (163.08 µg/m3
compared to next highest 101.94 µg/m3). In addition, we examined the relationship
between home characteristics and IAQ concentrations first using only visit 1
measurements and then using only visit 2 measurements to compare the results by visit
with those obtained in the primary analysis using averaging across visits.
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RESULTS
In-Home Sampling
During the winters (November-March) of 2010-2011 and 2011-2012, 50 homes with
wood stoves were sampled for a total of 100, 48-hour events. PM and endotoxin
sampling results are summarized in Table 2.1, along with home characteristic and
indoor/ambient meteorological information. Throughout the sampling program, the
average (± sd) PMc concentration in the homes was 12.9 (± 8.6) µg/m3. Endotoxin in
PM2.5 was not detectable in 32% (n=16) of the homes. Maximum endotoxin
concentrations in PM2.5 were 2.9 EU/m3 and 73.8 EU/mg. The average (± sd) corrected
PM2.5 concentration in the homes was 32.3 (± 32.6) µg/m3. The average (± sd)
endotoxin concentration in PMc was 9.2 (± 12.4) EU/m3 and 1,010 (± 1,524) EU/mg of
PMc. During the winter sampling months, the ambient temperature was -0.38 (± 3.02)
°C, wind speed was 4.79 (± 2.04) mph and precipitation was 0.12 (± 0.21) inches.
Homes had an average of approximately 4 (± 1) residents and an average size of 1,881
(± 986) square feet. Indoor humidity was on average less than half of ambient humidity
(28.1 vs. 69.7 %rH, respectively).
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Table 2.1. Home characteristics, air sampling, and meteorological results from all homes
(n=50). Abbreviations: SD: standard deviation, %rH: percent relative humidity, mph:
miles per hour, in.: inches.

Mean

SD

Minimum

Maximum

Home Characteristics
Number of Residents

4.2

1.4

2

8

Number of Pets

1.5

0.89

0

4

Times Loaded/Stoked

9.6

6.5

0

36

Square Footage

1881

986

420

4500

12.9

8.6

5.1

46.2

9.2

12.4

0.002

52.0

1010

1524

0.35

6918

PM2.5 (µg/m )

32.3

32.6

6.0

163

Temperature (°C)

22.4

2.5

16.6

28.5

Humidity (%rH)

28.1

6.4

17.6

48.1

Ambient Air Measurements
Temperature (°C)

-0.38

3.02

-5.95

4.71

Humidity (%rH)

69.7

8.5

44.8

83.2

Windspeed (mph)

4.79

2.04

1.77

11.0

Total Precip. (in.)

0.12

0.21

0

0.81

Indoor Air Measurements
3

PMc (µg/m )
EU/m

3

EU/mg
3

3

Note: EU/m and EU/mg in PMc.
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IAQ Correlations
Table 2.2 presents Pearson’s correlation coefficients between log-transformed
concentrations of PM2.5, PMc, and endotoxin within the wood stove homes (n=50).
DustTrak-measured PM2.5 and CPEM-measured PM2.5 were significantly, though only
modestly, correlated (r=0.29, p<0.05), possibly due to the loss of volatile and semivolatile compounds present in PM2.5 from the CPEM filters. The CPEM filters also
collected very small masses of PM2.5 due to the low flow rate (2 L/min) and short
sampling period (48 hours), resulting in reduced precision in the measurements as
homes with low PM2.5 concentrations were within the sensitivity of the scale. Therefore,
due to the DustTrak’s optimized design for PM2.5 sampling and the development of our
wood smoke-specific DustTrak correction factor (McNamara et al., 2011), only corrected
DustTrak values were used for further PM2.5 analyses. As presented in Table 2.2, PM2.5
(as measured by the DustTrak) was significantly correlated with PMc (r=0.36, p<0.05).
Measures of airborne endotoxin concentrations in the coarse fraction (EU/m3 and
EU/mg) were correlated strongly with each other (r=0.76, p<0.0001) and endotoxin as
measured in EU/m3 but not EU/mg was significantly correlated with PMc mass
concentrations.
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Table 2.2. Pearson’s correlation coefficients between log-transformed concentrations of
PM2.5, PMc, and endotoxin within the wood stove homes (n=50). * p<0.05. **p<0.0001.

PM2.5
(DustTrak)

PM2.5
(CPEM)

PMc
(CPEM)

EU/m

PM2.5
(DustTrak)

1

0.29*

0.36*

0.10

0.01

PM2.5
(CPEM)

---

1

-0.10

0.11

0.32

PMc
(CPEM)

---

---

1

0.31*

-0.04

3

---

---

---

1

0.76**

EU/mg

---

---

---

---

1

EU/m

3

EU/mg

Note: EU/m3 and EU/mg in PMc.
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Home Characteristics and IAQ Concentrations
Table 2.3 presents linear regression results (95% confidence interval) describing the
relationship between home characteristics and PMc and airborne endotoxin
concentrations in crude analyses and analyses adjusted for number of residents,
number of pets, times loaded/stoked, square footage, ambient temperature, indoor
humidity, and DustTrak PM2.5. Number of pets was significantly associated with PMc
concentrations with each additional pet in the home associated with an estimated ~20%
increase in PMc concentrations in crude (95% CI: 3%, 44%) and adjusted (95% CI: 0%,
42%) analyses. A 500 ft2 increase in home size was significantly associated with an 8%
(95% CI: 15%, 1%) decrease in PMc concentration. The point estimate was similar in
analyses adjusted for other home characteristics, but the association did not remain
statistically significant. A 10 µg/m3 elevation in PM2.5 was significantly associated with a
3% increase in PMc although this association did not persist after adjustment for other
home characteristics. The number of times the stove was loaded/stoked was not
associated with PMc concentrations or either measurement of airborne endotoxin. The
magnitude of each association was weakened slightly in adjusted analyses. Wood
stoves were in use in the vast majority of homes during our sampling events. However
we should note that one home reported no burning activity during the sampling periods
and had an average of 6.7 µg/m3 PMc, 0.18 EU/m3 and 53.2 EU/mg of PMc (results not
shown).
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1.03 (1.00, 1.06)*

Number of Residents
Number of Pets
Times Loaded/Stoked
Square Footageb
Ambient Temperature (°F)
Indoor Humidity (%rH)

DustTrak PM2.5 (µg/m3)c
1.02 (0.99, 1.05)

Adjusted
1.03 (0.92, 1.15)
1.19 (1.00, 1.42)*
1.00 (0.98, 1.02)
0.95 (0.88, 1.04)
1.00 (0.95, 1.06)
1.01 (.99, 1.04)

d

1.03 (0.93, 1.14)

Unadjusted
1.16 (0.77, 1.73)
1.28 (0.69, 2.32)
1.00 (0.92, 1.10)
0.83 (0.63, 1.10)
1.03 (0.85, 1.24)
0.96 (0.88, 1.05)

d

3

1.01 (0.89, 1.14)

Adjusted
1.33 (0.85, 2.08)
1.27 (0.64, 2.53)
0.99 (0.90, 1.09)
0.83 (0.60, 1.16)
1.03 (0.84, 1.26)
0.94 (0.85, 1.04)

EU/m3

1.00 (0.90, 1.10)

Unadjusted
1.11 (0.75, 1.64)
1.09 (0.59, 2.01)
0.99 (0.91, 1.07)
0.91 (0.69, 1.20)
1.00 (0.83, 1.19)
0.95 (0.87, 1.03)

0.99 (0.88, 1.12)

Adjustedd
1.26 (0.81, 1.97)
1.12 (0.56, 2.22)
0.98 (0.90, 1.08)
0.89 (0.64, 1.23)
1.01 (0.83, 1.24)
0.94 (0.85, 1.03)

EU/mg
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a- regression results and confidence intervals are reported as percent change in geometric mean PMc, EU/m , or EU/mg. For example, 0.96 (0.91,
1.14) signifies a 4% reduction in geometric mean (95% CI: -9%, 14%).
2
b- results per 500 ft increase
3
c- results per 10 µg/m increase
d- analyses adjusted for number of residents, number of pets, times loaded/stoked, square footage, ambient temperature, indoor humidity, and
DustTrak PM2.5
3
Note: All coefficients correspond to one unit increase in predictor variable unless otherwise noted. EU/m and EU/mg in PMc.

Unadjusted
0.98 (0.91, 1.14)
1.22 (1.03, 1.44)*
1.01 (0.99, 1.04)
0.92 (0.85, 0.99)*
1.03 (0.97, 1.08)
1.02 (0.99, 1.04)

PMc

and airborne endotoxin concentrations (n=50). * p<0.05.

Table 2.3. Linear regression results (95% confidence intervals)a describing the relationship between home characteristics and PMc

Findings from sensitivity analyses were consistent with results from our primary
analyses. Excluding the home with the highest PM2.5 concentration from our analyses
had little impact on the results. To determine if averaging across visits affected results,
all variables were investigated for associations with air sampling data using only the first
visit and again using only the second visit of each winter, and results were similar (data
not shown).
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DISCUSSION
Several factors have been identified as predictors of indoor endotoxin concentrations.
Larger numbers of residents and/or pets in the home may stir up, or resuspend,
particulate matter due to increased activity. Higher number of residents has also been
found to be significantly associated with increased endotoxin concentrations in dust
samples in two large studies sampling 184 and 2,552 homes, respectively (Singh et al.,
2011; Thorne et al., 2009). An increase in residents in our study homes suggested an
increase in the mean EU/m3 although these results were not statistically significant. Our
smaller sample size compared to the larger studies described above limited our
precision in describing associations. Another important distinction between this study
and prior studies was the choice of sample media for assessing endotoxin levels. Both of
the larger studies used dust endotoxin as a surrogate of the airborne endotoxin directly
evaluated in our study. Airborne endotoxin measured over 1.5 days has been
determined to be a more direct measure of exposure than the use of dust endotoxin
(Horick et al., 2006). This is primarily due to dust endotoxin typically correlating poorly
with airborne endotoxin levels (Park et al., 2001; Mazique et al., 2011). Despite the
differences in sample media, our study suggests a similar relationship between number
of residents and airborne endotoxin.
Number of pets has also been identified as a predictor of in-home endotoxin
levels (Thorne et al., 2009; Park et al., 2001; Sordillo et al., 2011). Park et al. (Park et
al., 2001) investigated presence of dogs in homes and found a 96% difference in
airborne endotoxin in total suspended particulate between homes currently having a dog
and homes that had never had a dog. Thorne et al. (Thorne et al., 2009) and Sordillo et
al. (Sordillo et al., 2011) evaluated number of pets and endotoxin in dust using
presence/absence of dogs and cats. Our study collected data on all ‘furry’ animals
currently living in the home (dogs, cats, guinea pigs, etc). Number of pets showed no
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relationship with both measurements of endotoxin in our study but was associated with
PMc concentrations.
A unique aspect of our study was the focus on homes using biomass combustion
for heating and the inclusion of wood stove usage data. Loading and stoking of a wood
stove are important events to document because a plume of smoke can enter the indoor
air when the stove’s door is opened. The number of times the wood stove was
loaded/stoked was not associated with PMc concentrations or either measurement of
airborne endotoxin. Residents of homes in this study opened their stove doors an
average of ~10 times during the 48-hour visits, with a range of 0-36 times (Table 2.1). In
two similar studies, homes that contained non-EPA certified wood stoves had an
average of five loading/stoking events over their sampling period of 24-48 hours (Ward
et al., 2011; Noonan et al., 2012a).
Evaluating indoor air quality based on square footage of the home gave us some
intriguing results. Our homes ranged from 420 to 4500 square feet with a mean (± sd) of
1,881 (± 986) square feet. A 500 ft2 increase in home size was significantly associated
with an 8% decrease in PMc concentration in unadjusted analyses, although this
relationship was not significant when adjusted for other home characteristics. This
finding is likely influenced by many factors. It is possible that the smaller homes, typically
mobile homes in our study, may not be as well ventilated or insulated as the larger,
newer homes in our study. Portable classrooms, constructed similar to mobile homes,
have shown low ventilation rates (Shendell et al., 2004). As a result, the smaller homes
may be experiencing greater re-infiltration of emitted particles. Conversely, particles in
smaller volumes (smaller homes) are not dispersed as efficiently as larger volume
spaces (such as larger homes) leading to higher concentrations in smaller homes. The
discrepancy in insulation may also necessitate less wood burning per volume to maintain
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a comfortable indoor temperature in the larger homes. Further studies are needed to
validate these theories.
Ambient temperature and indoor humidity were not significantly correlated with
any of the indoor air quality values reported here. Dampness/moisture sources have
been identified as predictors of in-home endotoxin (Sordillo et al., 2011; Park et al.,
2001), but these studies investigated dampness qualitatively by survey data on
humidifier use, report of water damage, visible mold, use of central air, and living in an
apartment. A recent review emphasized the lack of standardized and validated exposure
assessment methods for microbial components in indoor air, with most studies using
either trained fieldworkers or dust sampling to investigate moisture sources (Tischer and
Heinrich, 2013). However, the continuous measurement of relative humidity in homes
has been used in health studies. One study with indoor continuous relative humidity
levels similar to ours (mean: 29.1% (± 5.0)) concluded that a 1% increase in relative
humidity was associated with an increased risk of lower respiratory tract infections
among young Inuit children in Canada (Kovesi et al., 2007). We evaluated continuous
relative humidity data and did not find indoor humidity to be a significant predictor of
airborne endotoxin. We are unaware of any studies that have investigated the
relationship between the field identification of dampness/moisture sources and real-time
indoor relative humidity in wood stove homes. Until this relationship is established, we
are not confident that our data goes against the paradigm of dampness/moisture
sources being a large predictor of indoor endotoxin.
Our sampling regimen allowed for simultaneous measurements of indoor
temperature, humidity, PM2.5 and PMc. Although our study focuses on reporting coarse
fraction concentrations, it is notable that overall 48-hour average (corrected) PM2.5 levels
were similar to the EPA’s health-based 24-hour ambient air quality standard of 35 µg/m3.
In addition, 16 (32%) sampled homes had winter PM2.5 averages above this
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concentration. These concentrations were consistent with previous studies conducted by
our team in Libby, Montana. Two residential studies focused on 16 and 21 homes with
older model wood stoves measured average (± sd) PM2.5 concentrations of 51.2 (± 32.0)
µg/m3 and 45.0 (± 33.0) µg/m3, respectively (Ward et al., 2008; Noonan et al., 2012a). If
the correction factor was applied to the Libby residential studies as it was in this study,
the average PM2.5 concentrations measured in our study homes would be very similar
(31.03 and 27.27 µg/m3 in Libby vs. 32.3 µg/m3 in our study) (Noonan et al., 2012a;
Ward et al., 2008).
With its unique setting (wood stove homes), the use of a filter-based sampler to
measure airborne endotoxin directly as opposed to the use of surrogate dust endotoxin,
and the analysis of home characteristics as well as meteorological data, our study has a
number of strengths. Several study limitations should be considered when attempting to
generalize our findings. The lack of a standardized protocol for endotoxin sampling and
analysis is the main challenge in comparing our quantitative results to the limited
literature on indoor air quality in homes burning biomass fuel in developed countries.
Many methodological factors can influence the measured concentration of endotoxin in a
sample, such as filter type, extraction solution, extract storage, and assay solution
(Spaan et al., 2007; Spaan et al., 2008). A study in Ireland and Scotland monitored
several airborne pollutants in homes using biomass fuel and found EU/m3 concentrations
similar to those reported here, although they were investigating endotoxin in PM2.5 only
(Semple et al., 2011). Endotoxin concentrations in EU/m3 as well as EU/mg of particle
collected were reported within the ranges of our results in a sampling methods
comparison study, but particle size selection and presence of biomass burning in the
homes was not indicated (Frankel et al., 2012). We could not identify the partial
contribution of spike events due to wood stove loading/stoking activity to the 48-hour
averages (as can be done with continuous data) because the CPEMs are filter-based
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samplers. Finally, although our study is the first to use CPEMs in wood stove homes, our
in-home coarse fraction concentrations were comparable to those reported by the other
published studies to-date that deployed the CPEM (our study: 12.9 (± 8.6 µg/m3) vs.
12.8 (± 18.5 µg/m3) in homes (Williams et al., 2009) vs. 11.6 (± 8.5 µg/m3) during
personal monitoring (Williams et al., 2012)).
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CONCLUSION
This study is the first to describe coarse fraction particulate matter and airborne
endotoxin in wood stove homes using a state-of-the-art filter-based sampler. Home
characteristics and ambient weather conditions were evaluated for their influence on
pollutant levels although only number of pets was associated with PMc concentrations in
the homes. Our study shows a relationship between number of residents and airborne
endotoxin, consistent with previous literature establishing this relationship with dust
endotoxin. After application of an indoor wood smoke-specific correction factor,
concentrations of PM2.5 were slightly below the EPA 24-hour standard of 35 µg/m3. PMc
and PM2.5 were significantly correlated in the homes, presenting a challenge for future
health effects research in distinguishing the separate health effects of PMc and PM2. 5 in
wood stove homes. Airborne endotoxin in the coarse fraction may be a unique exposure
of interest in health effects studies with people living in wood stove homes as both
measurements of airborne endotoxin (EU/m3 and EU/mg) showed no correlation with
PM2.5.
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CHAPTER 3
Efficacy of Filtration Unit Intervention on Reduction of Coarse Fraction and
Airborne Endotoxin Concentrations in Wood Stove Homes
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ABSTRACT
Biomass burning has been shown to produce poor indoor air quality (IAQ) in developing
countries as well as in rural areas of the United States. Forty-three (43) wood stove
homes in western Montana were randomized to receive air filtration units with either an
active filter or a placebo alternative. A filter-based sampler was used to evaluate
changes in wintertime indoor coarse particulate matter (PMc) and airborne endotoxin
(EU/m3 and EU/mg) pre-and post-intervention. Continuous concentrations of fine
particulate matter (PM2.5) and particle concentrations in multiple size fractions (0.300.49, 0.50-0.99, 1.0-2.49, 2.50-4.99, 5.0-10.0 µm) were also collected. The active filter
intervention was associated with a 27.4 (95% CI: -50.0, -4.84) µg/m3 greater reduction in
PM2.5 relative to the placebo intervention with a treatment effect of ~90%. These effects
were also significant after excluding homes that did not demonstrate at least 50% filteruse compliance. The placebo filters unexpectedly resulted in significantly reduced PMc
and airborne endotoxin concentrations. The active filter intervention showed no
enhanced ability to reduce PMc and airborne endotoxin relative to the placebo
intervention. These findings validate the use of active air filters in reducing PM2.5 and
may provide a low-cost alternative for reducing PMc and airborne endotoxin in homes
burning biomass fuel.
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INTRODUCTION
Particulate matter is known to exacerbate asthma symptoms (van Berlo, 2012) with size
fraction playing an important role in the toxicity of the particles (Tong, 2010).
Epidemiological evidence indicates that coarse particulate matter (particles with a
aerodynamic diameter <10 µm and >2.5 µm; PMc) has an acute effect on respiratory
health, particularly among susceptible populations such as asthmatics (Brunekreef,
2005). The coarse fraction has been shown to cause a more significant pulmonary
inflammatory response than the fine fraction (PM2.5) in an animal model (Tong, 2010) as
well as increased inflammatory potential in multiple respiratory cell lines (Gualtieri, 2010,
Oeder, 2012). Coarse particles captured during wildfire activity have shown more
proinflammatory and oxidative stress potential on an equal-dose basis than fine particles
(Wegesser, 2010). This inflammatory potential may be linked to the biological
components of PMc, as biological inactivation of the coarse fraction significantly
attenuates inflammatory effects in healthy humans (Alexis, 2006). Bioaerosols such as
airborne endotoxin, a component of the cell wall of Gram-negative bacteria, have long
been known to be asthma triggers (van Berlo, 2012) and in-home levels of bioaerosols
have been associated with asthma symptoms and severity in children (Liu, 2004).
Indoor asthma triggers have been the targets of many intervention studies as
people spend a majority of their time indoors, averaging 86-87% of time for the general
population and 89-90% for children (Klepeis, 2001). The home environment is ideal for
health-based interventions because it can be altered with fewer resources and fewer
barriers than the outdoor environment. A recent review determined the economic value
of home-based multicomponent interventions for reducing asthma morbidity to have a
benefit-cost ratio ranging from 5.3-14.0, implying that for every dollar spent on the
intervention, the monetary value of the resulting benefits, such as averted medical costs,
was $5.30 - $14.00 (Nurmagambetov, 2011). Indoor air filtration interventions aimed at
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preventing exposure to asthma exacerbating agents are popular due to demonstrated
efficacy as well as their ease of installation and continued use.
Multiple reviews have established the effectiveness of indoor air filtration systems
on reducing asthma symptoms (McDonald, 2002), including a review of recent
intervention studies which determined air filtration to be responsible for ~7-25% health
improvement in adverse allergy and asthma outcomes (Fisk, 2013). These air filters can
reduce exposure to asthma triggers such as airborne pet allergen (van der Heide, 1999)
and particulate matter. Air filters have been shown to significantly reduce breathing
problems, allergy attacks (Johnson, 2009), and asthma symptoms scores (Eick, 2011) in
asthmatic children. Air filtration has also been shown to be effective in adults, reducing
biomarkers of inflammation in healthy adults (Allen, 2009) and medication requirement in
asthmatic adults (McDonald, 2002). Therefore, low-cost air filtration interventions have
the potential to greatly improve indoor air quality (IAQ) while reducing health costs for
the family of an asthmatic child.
Presented here are IAQ results from a randomized intervention study
investigating the efficacy of stand-alone air filtration units on the reduction of several
asthma triggers within 43 homes with wood stoves in western Montana. Established
asthma triggers PMc and airborne endotoxin were quantified before and after an
intervention of an active air filter unit or a unit with a placebo filter. Twenty-one (21)
homes received an air filtration unit with a high efficiency rated air filter and 22 homes
received an air filtration unit with a low efficiency rated (placebo) air filter. Mass-based
concentrations as well as particle counts were analyzed to evaluate PMc in these homes
pre- and post-intervention.
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METHODS
Description of Parent Study
Asthma Randomized Trial of Indoor Wood Smoke (ARTIS) is an intervention-based
study aimed at improving the quality of life of asthmatic children living in wood stove
homes by reducing in-home levels of PM2.5. The ARTIS study involves four separate 48hour sampling visits per household over two consecutive winters (a baseline winter and
post-intervention winter) (Noonan, 2012b). The use of a non-EPA certified (older model)
wood stove as the primary heating source in the home was required for inclusion in the
study. After baseline sampling was completed, homes were randomized into two
treatment arms: 1) homes receiving an active filtration unit and 2) homes receiving a
placebo air filtration unit. In this manuscript, we present pre- and post-intervention IAQ
measures from a subset of 43 homes within the ARTIS study. These homes are unique
in that they were co-sampled with a filter-based coarse particle environmental monitor
(CPEM) designed to collect coarse particulate matter for both baseline and postintervention winters. At each sampling visit, homeowners reported descriptive
characteristics of their residence, including number of full-time residents (adults and
children), number of pets (furry animals only, i.e., dogs and cats) and square footage.

Intervention
As previously described (Noonan, 2012b), following the baseline winter all homes
received two individual filtration units. One large (20ftX18ft) Filtrete air filtration unit (Ultra
Clean Air Purifiers, 3M, St. Paul, MN, USA) was placed in the same room as the wood
stove, typically the main living room. Within the child’s bedroom, a smaller Filtrete
(17ftX10ft) unit was installed. These units have been shown to reduce indoor PM2.5 in a
wood stove home by 76% (Hart, 2011). Participants were instructed to operate the units
on the “high” setting throughout the duration of the winter with filters changed out
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monthly. Homes randomly assigned to the placebo group received filters with a Minimum
Efficiency Reporting Value (MERV) of 2 while homes assigned to the active filter group
received filters with a MERV of 13. A higher MERV indicates better performance. To
ensure study participants were blinded to their intervention, the placebo filters were real
filters that only met specifications for removing particles >10 µm with typical application
in residential air conditioners. The active filters met specifications for capturing >90% of
particles 1-3 µm with a dust-spot efficiency of 80-90% with typical application in hospital
laboratories (EPA, 2012).
To assess compliance with continuous usage each Filtrete unit was fitted with a
data logging (voltage measuring) device (kilowatt meter; KWM) which monitored on/off
status and amount of kilowatt-hours used. Laboratory tests of the Filtrete units
determined a predicted kilowatt-hour usage of 3.13 per day for the large units and 1.90
per day for the small units while run continuously on “high”. KWM values were recorded
at each sampling visit. Two homes had no associated KWM values. Filter use
compliance was set at three levels: 1) average (large and small unit) >50% predicted
KWM value (n=28), 2) at least one unit >50% predicted KWM value (n=33), 3) field notes
validating at least one KWM was dysfunctional or the home ran both units continuously
on the Medium setting (n=36). Sensitivity analyses were performed at all levels.

Indoor Sampling
Samplers were collocated in each home in the common living area on a table 3-5 feet off
the ground and across the room from the wood stove, if possible. In each sampling
event, PM2.5 was continuously measured with a DustTrak (TSI Inc., Shoreview, MN,
USA). The DustTrak is an optical scattering instrument that measures PM in the airflow
by measuring the extent of forward scattering of an infrared diode laser beam. The
device is factory calibrated to the respirable fraction of standard ISO 12103-1, A1 test
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dust (formerly Arizona Test Dust). DustTraks were zeroed and the impaction plate was
cleaned and greased/oiled as necessary prior to each sampling event. During each
sampling event, a DustTrak 8530 recorded 60-second averages of PM2.5.
Optical mass measurements (such as those made by the DustTrak) are
dependent upon particle size and material properties, therefore custom calibrations are
needed to improve the measurement accuracy when evaluating specific sources of
combustion. In an effort to accurately present wood smoke-related PM2.5 concentrations,
all DustTrak PM2.5 measurements presented in this manuscript were corrected to an
indoor wood smoke-specific correction factor of 1.65 developed by our research group
(McNamara, 2011). This correction factor has been used in previous indoor air studies
derived from the ARTIS program (McNamara, 2013).
A co-located 3016IAQ particle counter (Lighthouse Worldwide Solutions,
Fremont, CA, USA) continuously recorded simultaneous counts of particles in multiple
size ranges (0.3-0.49, 0.5-0.99, 1.0-2.49, 2.5-4.9 and 5.0-10.0 µm). Air was sampled at
2.83 LPM and data was recorded on 60-second averages. Particle counts for the fine
fraction were calculated to be the sum of the 0.3-0.49, 0.5-0.99, and 1.0-2.49 µm particle
counts while the coarse fraction was calculated to be the sum of the 2.5-4.9 and 5.0-10.0
µm particle counts. Continuous sampling of PM2.5 as well as particle counts was required
to be at least 80% complete to be included in the analyses.
Coarse fraction concentrations commonly are calculated from separate PM10
(particles less than 10 µm) and PM2.5 measurements. In this study, direct measurements
of PMc and PM2.5 were collected using a Teflon filter-based CPEM developed by RTI
International (Research Triangle Park, NC, USA). As previously described (Williams,
2009, Thornburg, 2009, McNamara, 2013) the CPEM is a series of three separation
stages designed to be inserted into the MSP Model 200 PM10 PEM air sampler (MSP
Corp., Shoreview, MN, USA). PMc is collected on two sequential 25 mm PTFE filters
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with polymethylpentene (PMP) support rings (thickness 3.0 µm; Zefon International, Inc.,
Ocala, FL, USA) while PM2.5 is collected on a final 37 mm PTFE filter with PMP support
rings (thickness 2.0 µm; Zefon International, Inc., Ocala, FL, USA). The CPEM utilizes a
battery-operated pump to achieve a flow rate of 2 Lpm. Flow rates measured with a
Drycal DC-Lite (BIOS International, Butler, NJ, USA) prior to and following each
sampling event were averaged to calculate the sample volume. If necessary, pump flow
was adjusted at deployment to achieve 2 Lpm. In addition, all data from multiple
sampling events per home were averaged to produce one winter average per home.

Gravimetric Analyses
The gravimetric analyses of PMc and PM2.5 CPEM filters were conducted according to
previously described guidelines (Lawless, 1999) and modified for optimal conditions for
teflon filters (Menetrez, 2009). Prior to sampling, each filter was placed into individually
labeled sterile polystyrene Analyslide containers (Pall Corp., Ann Arbor, MI, USA) and
allowed to equilibrate for 24-48 hours in an environmentally controlled weighing facility at
The University of Montana. The facility was maintained at a temperature of 20-23 °C ± 2
°C with relative humidity of 30-40% ± 5%. Humidity was maintained using an 8-gallon
Kenmore Whole House humidifier (model 758.15408). Static was controlled using a
grounded anti-static floor mat (ComfortKing USA, Inc., Fairfield, NJ, USA) as well as a
radioactive neutralizer (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA, USA). Filters were
weighed prior to and after each sampling event with a calibrated MT5 microbalance
(Mettler-Toledo LLC, Columbus, OH, USA). Multiple laboratory blanks were within the
repeatability of the scale (0.8 µg). A minimum of 10% field blanks was included in all
analyses.
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Endotoxin Extraction and Analyses
Filter extraction methods were optimized for endotoxin analyses using methods adapted
from Thorne et al. (Thorne, 2009) and Spaan et al. (Spaan, 2007), as previously
described (McNamara, 2013). For PMc the two sequential 25 mm teflon filters were
combined and extracted in 5 mL sterile, pyrogen-free water containing 0.05% Tween-20
for one hour at room temperature with vigorous shaking. The extracts were then
centrifuged at 1,000-x g for 15 minutes at room temperature and supernatants were
transferred into sterile, endotoxin-free conicals (Greiner Bio-One North America Inc.,
Monroe, NC, USA). Extracts were diluted 50-fold with pyrogen-free water prior to
endotoxin analysis to counteract enhanced yields due to Tween interference (Spaan,
2008). Samples were analyzed for endotoxin using a kinetic chromogenic Limulus
amebocyte lysate (LAL) assay (Endosafe Endochrome-K; Charles River Laboratories
Inc., Charleston, SC, USA). Lyophilized standard endotoxin, chromogenic substrate, and
LAL preparations were reconstituted using pyrogen-free water. A 12-point standard
curve was generated, ranging from 0.005 to 50 endotoxin units (EU)/ml. The absorbance
in each well was measured at 405 nm every 30 seconds for 90 minutes (Thorne, 2000).
Samples with nondetectable endotoxin levels were assigned a value of two-thirds the
limit of detection (LOD) of the assay (Spaan, 2008). Final endotoxin results are
presented as both EU/m3 and EU/mg.

Statistical Analysis
SAS v9.3 (SAS, Cary, NC, USA) was used to perform all statistical analyses. Student ttests were used to ensure home characteristics were not significantly different between
the placebo filter group and the active filter group following randomization. To be
included in the analyses the homes had to be sampled with a CPEM at least once for
both baseline and post-intervention winters. To better characterize long-term changes in
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IAQ measures, air sampling data from homes that were successfully sampled twice
during either winter were averaged to produce one winter-wide average for each IAQ
measure per home per winter. Previous analyses indicated that averaging across visits
is appropriate for IAQ measures (McNamara, 2013). All analyses presented here were
repeated using only first visit values and again using only second visit values to ensure
that averaging visits did not skew results or change their interpretation.
The absolute change from pre- to post-intervention for all IAQ measures was
calculated as (Post-Intervention value – Pre-intervention value) to indicate a reduction in
the pollutant of interest following the intervention. The percent change for all IAQ
measures was calculated as ((Post-intervention value – Pre-intervention value)/ Preintervention value)*100. Similar to absolute change, a negative percent change value
indicates a percent reduction in the pollutant of interest following the intervention. Nonparametric tests were used to evaluate statistical significance. The Wilcoxon Signed
Rank test was used to evaluate the mean absolute change in paired data and the OneSample Wilcoxon Signed Rank test was used to determine if mean percent change was
significantly different than zero (H0=0). Treatment effect of the active intervention relative
to the placebo intervention was evaluated using linear regression, with results presented
as parameter estimate (β–coefficient) with 95% confidence intervals. For continuously
collected data (PM2.5 and particle counts), sampling was required to be at least 80%
complete to be included in the analyses.
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RESULTS
In-home Sampling
Overall, 22 placebo homes and 21 active filter homes were sampled with a CPEM in two
consecutive winters (November-March). Entry to the study was staggered across two
winters. Baseline (pre-intervention) sampling occurred during the winter of 2010-2011 for
five homes and during the winter of 2011-2012 for 38 homes. There was no difference in
square footage, number of adults, number of kids, total common residents (number of
people living full-time in the home), dog ownership, cat ownership, or total number of
furry pets between homes assigned to the placebo group and active filter group (Table
3.1). The difference in number of adults and total common residents in placebo
compared to active filter homes approached significance but sensitivity analyses
revealed these differences did not influence any further results.
Baseline concentrations of all IAQ measures were similar between homes that
received the placebo or active filter intervention. Results of Student t-tests revealed
there were no significant differences between baseline concentrations of all IAQ
measures (data not shown). Particle counter data was not analyzed in seven of the 22
placebo homes due to less than 80% completion of continuous sampling (Table 3.2).
Particle counter data was also not analyzed in seven of the 21 active filter homes for the
same reason. One active filter home did not achieve at least 80% complete data with the
DustTrak for PM2.5, therefore the PM2.5 data from that home was not included in the
analyses (Table 3.3).
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Table 3.1. Descriptive characteristics for homes receiving a placebo filter (n=22) and
homes receiving an active air filter (n=21).

Placebo Homes
Active Filter Homes
p-value
Square footage
1843 (1032)
2087 (981)
0.74
Number of adults
1.9 (0.5)
1.7 (0.5)
0.11
Number of kids
2.6 (1.3)
2.0 (0.9)
0.30
Common residents
4.5 (1.6)
3.8 (1.1)
0.15
Dog, % of homes (n)
68 (15)
71 (15)
0.63
Cat, % of homes (n)
59 (13)
48 (10)
0.38
Total pets
1.4 (0.9)
1.4 (0.8)
0.63
Notes: Presented as mean (standard deviation) except for dog and cat, presented as percentage
of homes with dog or cat (n).
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Efficacy of Filters
Placebo Filters
Placebo filters reduced both measures of airborne endotoxin (EU/m3 and EU/mg of PMc)
as well as concentrations of PMc. The mean absolute change and mean percent change
were significant for EU/m3 (p<0.05) and approached significance for EU/mg (p<0.10)
(Table 3.2). There were no significant changes across winters in PM2.5 or the particle
counts of the fine fraction (0.3-0.49, 0.50-0.99, 1.0-2.49 µm) in placebo homes. The
placebo filters were effective in significantly reducing the mean of both individual size
fractions constituting the coarse fraction (2.5-4.9 and 5.0-10.0 µm) as well as the sum of
the particle counts constituting the coarse fraction (Table 3.2).
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Table 3.2. Effect of placebo intervention on IAQ measures (n=22). *: p<0.10, **: p<0.05,
***p<0.01.
Placebo
n

Preintervention

Postintervention

Mean Absolute
Change

Mean Percent
Change

EU/m
EU/mg
Particle
Concentrations
3
(µg/m )

22

10.1 (10.8)

2.05 (2.20)

22

1187 (1675)

387 (543)

-8.08 (10.9)***
-801 (1838)*

-153 (774)**
-242 (690)*

PMc

22

12.8 (7.75)

7.62 (3.77)

-5.17 (7.75)**

-26.0 (52.3)**

PM2.5
Particle
§
Counts

22

29.5 (24.8)

38.3 (43.6)

8.81 (37.7)

36.4 (102)

7

15

5.78 (4.34)

6.23 (9.24)

0.45 (7.21)

9.54 (126)

7

15

0.87 (0.69)

0.90 (1.15)

0.03 (1.20)

27.6 (156)

5

15

8.00 (7.14)

4.37 (3.14)

-3.63 (8.55)

-7.77 (85.5)

5

15

3.14 (2.34)

1.37 (0.86)

-1.77 (2.64)**

-32.2 (57.5)

4

15

5.11 (3.41)

2.27 (1.50)

-2.84 (3.73)**

-17.7 (123)**

7

15

6.73 (5.01)

7.17 (10.3)

0.44 (8.38)

10.8 (127)

5

15

3.65 (2.64)

1.59 (0.98)

-2.06 (2.97)**

-31.8 (62.0)

Endotoxin
3

0.3-0.49 (x10 )
0.50-0.99 (x10 )
1.0-2.49 (x10 )
2.5-4.9 (x10 )
5.0-10.0 (x10 )
Fine (x10 )
Coarse (x10 )

3

Notes: Presented as mean (standard deviation). EU/m and EU/mg in PMc.
§
7 particle counter files less than 80% complete
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Active Filters
In the 21 homes that received the active filter, airborne endotoxin and PMc were
significantly reduced as they were in the placebo homes. Although the percent change in
EU/mg was not significant (18%) the absolute change was significant (-438 EU/mg;
p<0.05). Additionally the active filters significantly reduced PM2.5 as well as each size
fraction less than 2.5 microns (Table 3.3). PM2.5 was the IAQ measure most effectively
reduced with a mean percent reduction of 54.3% (p<0.01). Unlike in the placebo filter
homes, the largest size fraction constituting PMc (5.0-10.0 microns) was not significantly
reduced in the active filter homes (Table 3.3).
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Table 3.3. Effect of active filter intervention on IAQ measures (n=21). *: p<0.10, **:
p<0.05, ***p<0.01.
Active Filter
n

Preintervention

Postintervention

Mean Absolute
Change

Mean Percent
Change

EU/m
EU/mg
Particle
Concentrations
3 §
(µg/m )

21

5.68 (8.96)

1.23 (3.00)

-4.45 (9.58)***

-24.4 (195)***

21

612 (950)

174 (306)

-438 (1036)**

18.0 (208)

PMc

21

10.1 (4.78)

5.65 (3.88)

-4.45 (5.90)***

-33.4 (60.3)**

PM2.5
§
Particle Counts

20

31.0 (41.1)

12.4 (17.7)

-18.6 (34.3)***

-54.3 (44.1)***

7

13

3.80 (3.86)

1.68 (2.55)

-2.12 (2.21)***

-55.1 (39.2)***

7

13

0.44 (0.33)

0.27 (0.42)

-0.17 (0.31)

-42.3 (54.5)*

5

13

5.02 (2.74)

3.60 (5.44)

-1.41 (4.61)

-32.8 (56.7)*

5

13

2.21 (1.09)

1.31 (1.45)

-0.90 (1.22)

-32.8 (66.3)*

4

13

3.28 (1.22)

2.39 (2.50)

-0.89 (2.44)

-14.7 (191)

7

13

4.29 (4.18)

1.98 (3.02)

-2.31 (2.37)***

-53.9 (40.3)***

5

13

3.65 (2.64)

1.59 (0.98)

-0.99 (1.44)**

-28.5 (75.4)**

Endotoxin
3

0.3-0.49 (x10 )
0.50-0.99 (x10 )
1.0-2.49 (x10 )
2.5-4.9 (x10 )
5.0-10.0 (x10 )
Fine (x10 )
Coarse (x10 )

3

Notes: Presented as mean (standard deviation). EU/m and EU/mg in PMc.
§
One DustTrak (PM2.5) and 7 particle counter files less than 80% complete
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Treatment Effect
Relative to the placebo intervention, the active filter intervention is associated with a 27.4
µg/m3 greater reduction in PM2.5 (p<0.05). This corresponds to an approximately 91%
greater reduction in PM2.5 in active filter homes relative to placebo homes (p<0.01)
(Table 3.4). The active filters also reduced the particle count of the fine fraction by
approximately 65% relative to the placebo homes (p<0.10). No other IAQ measures had
a significant treatment effect with the active filter relative to the placebo filter (Table 3.4).
Investigation of the residuals for absolute change and percent change revealed
heteroscedasticity, but the use of a Wilcoxon two-sample test showed findings similar to
the linear regression results (data not shown).
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Table 3.4. Treatment effect of active filter intervention (n=21) relative to placebo
intervention (n=22) on absolute change and percent change of IAQ measures.
Abbreviations: CI: Confidence Intervals, *: p<0.10, **: p<0.05, ***p<0.01.
Absolute Change
β (95% CI)

Percent Change
β (95% CI)

3.63 (-2.71, 9.96)
362 (-563, 1287)

-177 (-529, 174)
-234 (541, 93.1)

0.73 (-3.53, 4.98)

-7.43 (-42.15, 27.30)

-27.4 (-50.0, -4.84)**

-90.7 (-141, -40.8)***

7

-2.57 (-6.95, 1.71)

-64.6 (-139, 10.2)*

7

-0.19 (-0.90, 0.51)

-69.9 (-164, 23.9)

5

2.22 (-3.25, 7.68)

-25.0 (-85.0, 34.9)

5

0.87 (-0.77, 2.51)

-0.62 (-48.7, 47.4)

4

1.95 (-0.54, 4.45)

32.4 (-90.7, 155)

7

-2.75 (-7.70, 2.21)

-64.7 (-140, 10.9)*

Endotoxin
3
EU/m
EU/mg
Particle
Concentrations
PMc
PM2.5
Particle Counts
0.3-0.49 (x10 )
0.50-0.99 (x10 )
1.0-2.49 (x10 )
2.5-4.9 (x10 )
5.0-10.0 (x10 )
Fine (x10 )
5

Coarse (x10 )
1.06 (-7.07, 2.92)
3.29 (-50.1, 56.7)
3
Notes: Presented as linear regression β–coefficient and 95% confidence intervals. EU/m and
3
EU/mg in PMc. PMc and PM2.5 reported in µg/m .
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Sensitivity Analyses
The treatment effect was evaluated while adjusting for each characteristic in Table 3.1.
We found no change in treatment effect for any home characteristic (data not shown).
There were no differences in level of filter compliance between placebo and active filter
homes. Sensitivity analyses were performed at each level of filter use compliance.
Findings were consistent with results from our primary analyses. Including only homes
with at least 50% average compliance for both filter units (Level 1, n=28) the active filter
intervention is associated with a 19.1 µg/m3 greater reduction in PM2.5 relative to the
placebo intervention (p<0.05). This corresponds to an 87% greater reduction in PM2.5 in
active filter homes relative to placebo homes (p<0.01) (data not shown).
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DISCUSSION
The active filters used in this study were extremely efficient in reducing in-home
concentrations of PM2.5 relative to the placebo filters. The active filters produced no
additional reduction in PMc or airborne endotoxin relative to the placebo filters. This is
due to the placebo filters performing surprisingly well in capturing larger particles as well
as reducing airborne endotoxin concentrations. Both measures of endotoxin within the
coarse fraction were reduced in absolute concentration (EU/m3 p<0.01, EU/mg p<0.10)
and percent change (EU/m3 p<0.05, EU/mg p<0.10) following the implementation of the
placebo filter unit (Table 3.2). PMc collected with the CPEM, as well as characterized by
particle counts (2.5-4.9 and 5.0-10.0 µm fractions), was also significantly reduced
following the placebo intervention (mean absolute change p<0.05). This unexpected
finding is likely due to the nature of the placebo filter. To ensure the study participants
were blinded to their treatment arm, a realistic-looking yet sub-optimal filter material was
used in place of the active filters in the placebo homes. The specifications of the placebo
fiberglass filter product include that it filters particle >10 µm but does not have the
capacity to remove bacteria, mold, smoke, or odor from the air (EPA, 2012). As
intended, the placebo filters did not affect PM2.5 concentrations in the placebo homes.
The placebo filter’s ability to significantly reduce PMc and airborne endotoxin is
an important finding in several ways. Principally, the health effects of PM2.5 reduction will
be easier to elucidate in the ARTIS program as PM2.5 is reduced in the active filter
homes but not in the placebo homes. On a larger scale this finding demonstrates that
known respiratory irritants (including PMc and airborne endotoxin) can be efficiently
reduced in wood stove homes without the use of an expensive, high-efficiency filter unit.
Homes burning other types of biomass fuel, such as dung and charcoal, have airborne
endotoxin concentrations orders of magnitude higher than have been found in developed
countries (Semple, 2010). Reducing this exposure in a cost-effective manner could
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impact the global disease burden of household biomass smoke exposure, which was
recognized as one of the top 10 major preventable risk factors for lost healthy years in
2000 (Naeher, 2007).
We are not aware of any previous studies that have investigated the effect of air
filtration on in-home levels of airborne endotoxin. Dampness/moisture sources have
been identified as predictors of in-home endotoxin (Sordillo, 2011, Park, 2001) and a
moisture-damage intervention study effectively reduced airborne microbes in a school
environment (Roponen, 2013). Intensive repair of the moisture damage resulted in a
reduced capacity of indoor particulate matter to induce inflammatory responses in vitro
(Roponen, 2013). The use of a cost-effective and convenient intervention (such as the
use of the placebo filter material) to reduce airborne endotoxin in wood stove homes
could have a lasting impact for asthmatic children and adults living in these homes.
The majority of global biomass-smoke mediated interventions take place in
developing countries where open burning is common (Barnes 1994, McCracken 2007,
Thompson 2011). However, wood stove biomass combustion is a common source of
residential heating in the United States and has been identified as a major source of
ambient PM2.5 in the Northern Rocky Mountains of western Montana (Ward, 2010, Ward,
2006, Schumpert, 2006, Noonan, 2007). Our research group has previously attempted
to reduce indoor PM2.5 concentrations in wood stove homes by replacing older model
wood stoves with cleaner burning EPA-certified wood stoves (Ward, 2008, Noonan,
2012a). Crude overall indoor PM2.5 concentrations were reduced by 56% following the
wood stove changeouts but there was substantial variability in efficacy. For example, five
of the 21 homes investigated in the Noonan et al. study demonstrated no average
reduction in indoor PM2.5, and seven homes had at least one post-changeout sampling
with higher indoor PM2.5 than the concentrations observed during pre-changeout
sampling (Noonan, 2012a). The lack of consistent indoor air quality improvements
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following wood stove changeouts supports the use of an air filtration intervention to
reduce in-home particulate levels in wood stove homes.
In non-wood stove homes, several air filtration studies have been performed with
the goal of reducing in-home exposure to particulate matter, primarily from cigarette
smoke. Both fine and coarse particulate matter were significantly reduced in a
randomized trial investigating the use of air cleaners and health coaches in reducing
secondhand smoke exposure in inner-city homes of asthmatic children (Butz, 2011). The
health coaches provided no additional reduction in PM concentrations. This study had
similar baseline concentrations of PMc and PM2.5 compared to our study (~19 and ~40
µg/m3, respectively, versus 12.8 and 29.5 µg/m3, respectively, in our placebo homes and
10.1 and 31.0 µg/m3, respectively, in our active filter homes), despite our study including
only non-smoking homes. Another study involving a stand-alone air filter intervention
found that filter use was variable across the study population and declined over the
study duration, emphasizing the use of a mechanism to track actual filter usage
(Batterman, 2012). We found 28 homes had at least 50% average compliance with no
differences between placebo compliance and active filter compliance.
Sensitivity analyses at three levels of filter use compliance revealed that 50%
average compliance was sufficient to reduce PM2.5 by approximately 90% in active filter
homes relative to placebo homes. The significant reduction of airborne endotoxin and
PMc by the placebo filters was seen in homes with greater than 50% filter-use
compliance. The significant treatment effect of the active filter intervention on PM2.5
reduction relative to the placebo filter intervention was also seen in homes with greater
than 50% compliance. This finding can have a lasting impact, as participants in the study
commonly acknowledged the electricity expense of continuous filter use. These findings
confirm that PMc and airborne endotoxin is significantly reduced with the placebo filter
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material when run at least 50% of the time and that PM2.5 is significantly reduced by the
active filter relative to the placebo filter when run at least 50% of the time.
As anticipated following randomization, several home characteristics that have
been identified as predictors of endotoxin were not significantly different between
treatment groups (Table 3.1). These characteristics include number of people living in
the home (Thorne, 2009, Singh, 2011) and presence of pets (Thorne, 2009, Park, 2001,
Sordillo, 2011). Differences in number of adults (p=0.11) and total number of full-time
residents (p=0.15) approached significance between placebo and filter treatment
randomized groups. To ensure these potential predictors of in-home endotoxin
concentrations did not influence the results presented here, the treatment effect was
evaluated while adjusting for each characteristic in Table 3.1. We found no change in
treatment effect (data not shown). This is in agreement with a previous study that found
no relationship between number of residents, number of pets, and square footage with
airborne endotoxin content in wood stove homes (McNamara, 2011).
There are several limitations of this study. First and foremost we have
investigated the efficacy of an air filtration intervention in only wood stove homes during
the winter months. While these homes make excellent candidates for PM reduction due
to elevated baseline levels of PM (Noonan, 2012a) it will be important to validate our
findings in non-wood stove homes and across seasons. A limitation that makes it difficult
to compare our airborne endotoxin results to other studies is the sample media used.
Previous studies typically use dust endotoxin as a surrogate of the airborne endotoxin
directly evaluated in our study (Singh, 2011, Thorne, 2009). Airborne endotoxin
measured over 1.5 days has been determined to be a more direct measure of exposure
than the use of dust endotoxin (Horick, 2006). This is primarily due to dust endotoxin
typically correlating poorly with airborne endotoxin levels (Park, 2001, Mazique, 2011).
Finally, we did not achieve complete compliance with filter usage. Although all primary
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analyses are done based on intention to treat, all results were consistent after excluding
homes that did not demonstrate at least 50% filter-use compliance.
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CONCLUSION
For the first time, we investigated the efficacy of an active air filtration unit in reducing
PMc and airborne endotoxin in wood stove homes with a placebo controlled randomized
trial. Forty-three (43) homes with wood stoves were sampled with a CPEM during two
consecutive winters in western Montana. The active filter intervention was associated
with a 27.4 (95% CI: -50.0, -4.84) µg/m3 greater reduction in PM2.5 (p<0.05) relative to
the placebo intervention, a treatment effect of ~90%. The placebo filters, intended to
blind the participants to their treatment group, significantly reduced PMc as well as
airborne endotoxin in the wood stove homes. Sensitivity analyses revealed that 50%
filter use compliance is sufficient to observe these significant reductions. The results of
this study are limited to a specific subset of homes (wood stove homes in winter months)
but can potentially offer a low-cost option for reducing in-home PMc and endotoxin
where biomass fuel is burned.
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CHAPTER 4
Health Effects of Coarse Fraction and Endotoxin Exposure in Asthmatic Children
Living in Wood Stove Homes
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ABSTRACT
Prevalence of childhood asthma is increasing in industrialized nations and many efforts
have been made to characterize and reduce exposures that exacerbate asthma
symptoms. Asthmatic children living in wood stoves homes face unique challenges such
as elevated levels of fine particulate matter (PM2.5). However, the health effects of other
in-home asthma triggers, such as coarse particulate matter (PMc) and airborne
endotoxin, have not been characterized in these homes. We performed indoor air
sampling over two 48-hour periods during the winter months in 38 wood stove homes of
asthmatic children in western Montana. Pediatric Asthma Quality of Life Questionnaires
(PAQLQs) were administered and lung function measurements (PEF and FEV1) and
exhaled breath condensate (EBC) samples were collected to fully characterize the
overall health of the subjects. EBC was analyzed for 8-isoprostane, a marker of oxidative
stress, as well as a multiplex immunoassay for pro-inflammatory (Granulocyte
macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF), interleukin (IL-)1β, IL-6, IL-8, tumor
necrosis factor (TNF)-α) and T-helper Type 1 and 2 (Th1 and Th2, respectively)
cytokines (IL-2, interferon (IFN)-γ, IL-4, IL-5, IL-10). We found cross sectional
relationships between increased PMc concentrations and increased frequency of PEF
daily variability. Increases in airborne endotoxin was associated with adverse impacts on
lung function (reduced percent-predicted PEF) when expressed per mg of PMc (EU/mg).
Subjects living in homes with higher levels of airborne endotoxin (EU/m3) had an
increased odds ratio of having above median Th1 cytokines, pro-inflammatory IL-8, and
8-isoprostane, with no relationship to Th2 cytokines. Higher concentrations of PMc were
associated with reduced odds of having above-median pro-inflammatory cytokines as
well as the asthma-associated IL-4. As a whole we found a more general proinflammatory and oxidative stress response to increased endotoxin exposure than the
phenotypic allergic asthma response described in the literature. These results provide a
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unique insight into the differential health effects associated with PMc and airborne
endotoxin concentrations in wood stove homes and provide evidence that negative
health effects of PMc may not be solely due to its endotoxin content.
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INTRODUCTION
Childhood asthma is a chronic illness. The estimated number of U.S. children diagnosed
with asthma was 10 million in 2011, with 1.8 million emergency room visits listing asthma
as the primary diagnosis (Bloom, 2012). Health care for children with asthma consumes
>$2.0 billion annually in the U.S. alone (Landrigan, 2002). Prevalence of childhood
asthma has drastically increased in the past several decades, especially in industrialized
nations (Kay, 2001). Characterizing exposures and relevant health effects to asthma
exacerbating agents is crucial to reduce this health care burden.
Epidemiological evidence indicates that coarse particulate matter (particles with
an aerodynamic diameter <10 µm and >2.5 µm; PMc) has an acute effect on respiratory
health, particularly among susceptible populations such as asthmatics (Brunekreef,
2005). As most people spend the majority of their time indoors (Klepeis, 2001), indoor
exposure to PMc may exacerbate asthma symptoms and affect the asthmatic’s quality of
life. The mechanism of toxicity of the coarse fraction is thought to be derived from its
biological content (Miyata, 2011). Endotoxin, a component of the cell wall of Gramnegative bacteria, is found in the coarse fraction at concentrations 10-fold higher than in
fine particulate matter (PM2.5) (Heinrich, 2003). In-home levels of endotoxin have been
shown to be positively associated with the clinical severity of asthma (Michel, 1996).
Therefore, the endotoxin present in the coarse fraction has the potential to exacerbate
asthma for children living in wood stove homes.
Although multiple biomarkers of asthma severity have been identified, it is
important to choose an appropriate sample matrix based on a study’s population of
interest. Exhaled breath condensate (EBC) is a simple, non-invasive technique that
samples the lung environment with a minimum of inconvenience for the subject (Rosias,
2012). This makes EBC an excellent candidate for use in pediatric respiratory health
studies. A recent systematic review of the use of exhaled breath condensate in pediatric
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asthma concluded that EBC is a matrix in which there are biologically plausible
biomarkers indicative of asthma severity (Thomas, 2013). EBC studies have identified
increased markers of oxidative stress, such as 8-isoprostane, in asthmatics versus nonasthmatics (Baraldi, 2003, Montuschi, 1999). EBC has also been used to evaluate the
Th1/Th2 immune balance in asthmatics through the analysis of cytokines, primarily IL-10
and the IL-4/IFN-g ratio (Shahid, 2002). While biomarkers can elucidate the
physiological health of an asthmatic, the Pediatric Asthma Quality of Life Questionnaire
(PAQLQ) developed and validated by Juniper et al. (Juniper, 1996) reveals areas that
are important to children with asthma, including physical and emotional function. In
combination, assessing biomarkers and scores and subscores from the PAQLQ give an
in-depth look into the physiological and emotional health of an asthmatic child.
In this manuscript we evaluate the health effects of asthmatic children living in
wood stove homes exposed to coarse fraction and airborne endotoxin. Overall health is
evaluated through PAQLQ scores and subscores while biomarkers in EBC (8isoprostane and a cytokine panel) offer insight into the lung environment of these
asthmatic children. Lung function is evaluated through twice-daily self-administered peak
expiratory flow (PEF) and forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1)
measurements. These results will aide in the better understanding of the impact of
indoor coarse particulate matter and airborne endotoxin on the respiratory health of
asthmatic children.
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METHODS
Data Collection
Description of Parent Study
Asthma Randomized Trial of Indoor Wood Smoke (ARTIS) is an intervention-based
study aimed at improving the quality of life of asthmatic children living in wood stove
homes by reducing in-home PM2.5 exposures. The ARTIS study involves four separate
48-hour sampling visits per household over two consecutive winters (a baseline winter
and post-intervention winter) (Noonan, 2012). The use of a non-EPA certified (older
model) wood stove as the primary heating source in the home was required for inclusion
in the study. At each sampling visit, homeowners reported descriptive characteristics of
their residence, including number of full-time residents (adults and children), number of
pets (furry animals only, i.e. dogs and cats) and square footage (Noonan, 2012,
McNamara, 2013). This manuscript presents baseline (i.e., pre-intervention) indoor air
quality (IAQ) and health outcome data collected during the wintertime (NovemberMarch) for 38 asthmatic children living in wood stove homes within a 200-mile radius of
Missoula, Montana.

Indoor Air Sampling
The indoor air sampling regimen is described elsewhere in detail (McNamara, 2013).
Briefly, PM2.5 was continuously recorded at 60-second intervals for 48-hours with a
DustTrak (TSI Inc., Shoreview, MN, USA). Final 48-hour averages were corrected to an
indoor wood smoke-specific correction factor of 1.65 developed by our research group
(McNamara, 2011). PMc was collected on Teflon filters using a coarse particulate
environmental monitor (CPEM) (Williams, 2009, Thornburg, 2009, Williams, 2012,
McNamara, 2013). Endotoxin was extracted and analyzed using a kinetic chromogenic
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LAL assay (Charles River, Charleston, SC, USA) as previously described (McNamara,
2013). A minimum of 10% of field blanks was included in all analyses.

Health Measures Collection
Quality of Life
The Pediatric Asthma Quality of Life Questionnaire (PAQLQ) was administered to each
subject at the start of each sampling visit. This 23-item validated instrument gives
domain scores for symptoms (10 items), emotions (8 items), and activity limitations (5
items). The total PAQLQ score is calculated as the mean score across the three
domains. The questionnaire covers a one-week recall period. Subjects use a 1-7 scale
to answer each item, with 1 corresponding to most severe and 7 corresponding to no
symptoms.

Lung Function Measurements
A PiKo-1 peak flow meter (nSprire, Longmont, CO, USA) was used to collect peak flow
(PEF) and forced expiratory volume in the first second (FEV1) data from the subjects.
Prior to sampling, a field worker instructed subjects on proper peak flow meter use.
Subjects were instructed to record three PEF and FEV1 values each morning and night
over a two week period. Data was calculated to percent-predicted PEF and percentpredicted FEV1 based on the height, weight, and age of the subject at the time of
sampling as previously described (Hankinson, 1999). All percent predicted PEF and
FEV1 values were averaged within visits to produce one value per subject per visit.
Values recorded in the morning were also averaged separately to give one morningspecific average per subject per visit. The frequency of days with evening to morning
PEF variability greater than 20% is presented as the number of these days per days of
PEF data collected (Morgan, 2004).
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Biosample Collection
Both EBC and urine samples were collected from study participants. A field worker
instructed subjects on EBC sample collection technique. Subjects used an Rtube
(Respiratory Research, Austin, TX, USA) for 10 minutes for two consecutive mornings
per visit concurrent with indoor air sampling. Samples were kept in a freezer and
transported back to the laboratory on ice. Samples were thawed for aliquotting and kept
at -80°C prior to analysis.
Each subject collected their first urinary void on concurrent mornings with EBC
collection and indoor air sampling. Samples were kept in the refrigerator and transported
back to the laboratory on ice. Samples were aliquotted and kept at -80°C prior to
analysis.

Biosample Analysis
One EBC and urine sample per subject per visit was analyzed for the endpoints of
interest. When available the second morning’s EBC and urine was used to best
represent effects of exposure characterized by the sampling equipment. EBC samples
were bubbled with ultra-pure argon gas for 3 minutes to achieve maximum deaeration
(Accordino, 2008). PH was measured using a Jenco Model 60 digital pH meter with a
microelectrode (Jenco Electronics, LTD, San Diego, CA, USA) to ensure samples were
within physiological range. 8-isoprostane was measured following manufacturer’s
instructions using an EIA kit (Cayman Chemical, Ann Arbor, MI, USA). An ultrasensitive
human cytokine 10-plex panel (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY, USA) was used to
simultaneously quantify pro-inflammatory cytokines (GM-CSF, IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8, TNF-α),
Th1 cytokines (IL-2, IFN-γ) and Th2 cytokines (IL-4, IL-5, IL-10) in the EBC. The panel
was run on a Luminex LX100 using STarStation software (Applied Cytometry Systems,
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Sheffield, UK). Urine was analyzed for cotinine and creatinine concentrations using
ELISA kits following manufacturer’s instructions (Calbiotech, Spring Valley, CA, USA
and Cayman Chemical, Ann Arbor, MI, USA, respectively).

Data Analysis
Subjects and their paired IAQ measures were included in analyses if IAQ data and
health data were collected for both sampling visits (n=38). PM2.5 continuous data were
required to be >80% complete (at least 2,304 60-second averages during 48 hour
period). IAQ and associated health data from 19 females (12.6 ± 2.5 years old) and 19
males (ages 12.3 ± 2.7 years old) were eligible for inclusion in analysis. If the mass
deposited on the CPEM filters during sampling was within the sensitivity of the scale the
home was assigned a PMc concentration half the detectable value (0.24 µg/m3)
(McNamara, 2013). Homes with samples below the limit of detection (LOD) for endotoxin
(0.005 EU/ml extract) were assigned half of the detectable concentrations of the extract
(0.002 EU/m3 and 0.16 EU/mg PMc) (Thorne, 2000). EBC samples below the LOD for 8isoprostane (0.8 pg/mL) were assigned a value of half the LOD (Piotrowski, 2012). Due
to the ultrasensitive nature of the cytokine panel, a more conservative assignment of
two-thirds their respective LODs was used for undetectable cytokines (Benjamin, 2010).
The BMIs of each subject was calculated as (weight in kg/ (height in cm2)*10,000)
(Himes, 2009). Subjects were identified as having passive exposure to environmental
tobacco smoke if their cotinine: creatinine ratio (CCR) exceeded 30 ng/mg, a ratio
established for children in community-based studies (Henderson, 1989). Sensitivity
analyses were performed excluding subjects with a urinary CCR >30 ng/mg (n=2).
SAS v9.3 (SAS, Cary, NC, USA) was used to perform all statistical analyses. A
paired t-test was used to determine if there was a significant difference between visits for
all health outcomes of interest. To account for multiple observations per subject, we fit a
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general estimating equation (GEE) using exchangeable covariance structure to estimate
the parameters of a generalized linear model associating an increase in interquartile
range (IQR) of PMc and airborne endotoxin to lung function parameters and quality of
life scores. GEE was also performed using the logistic link and exchangeable covariance
structure to estimate the parameters associating an increase in IQR of PMc and airborne
endotoxin to the odds ratio of being above the median for each EBC analyte, with the
exception of TNF-α. Due to many subjects having undetected concentrations of TNF-α in
EBC, in substitution for a median split the LOD was used as the cutpoint with 11
samples above and 65 samples below the LOD. GEE models were adjusted for
parameters of subject variability (age, gender, and BMI; Model 2) as well as for subject
variability in addition to home characteristics (square footage, number of residents, total
number of furry pets (i.e. dogs, cats) and PM2.5 concentrations; Model 3). GEE was also
performed to investigate relationships between all health outcomes gathered at both
visits.
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RESULTS
Sampling Completion and Variability
Thirty-eight (38) homes were sampled for PMc, airborne endotoxin, and PM2.5 twice
during one winter with all homes having >80% complete continuous PM2.5 data at each
visit. Seventy-one percent (n=27) of homes owned a dog and 42% (n=21) of homes
owned a cat, with all homes averaging 1.5 “furry” pets (Table 4.1). Each home had a
primary asthmatic child (i.e., the recruited child, not an asthmatic sibling) that
successfully captured at least one EBC and urine sample per visit. The subjects were
12.4 (± 2.6) years old with BMIs of 21.9 (± 4.8) at the time of sampling (Table 4.1). Five
percent of the subjects (n=2) had a CCR >30 ng/mg, indicating potential passive
environmental tobacco smoke exposure (Table 4.1).
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Table 4.1. Descriptive home, subject, and IAQ characteristics (n=38).

Home Characteristics
Square footage
Number of adults
Number of kids
Common residents
Dog (% of homes (n))
Cat (% of homes (n))
Total pets

Mean

SD

Min

Max

1950
1.8
2.2
4.1
71 (27)
42 (21)
1.5

1029
0.5
1.2
1.4
----1

600
1
1
2
-------

4500
3
6
8
-------

12.4
21.9

2.6
4.8

7
14

17
32.6

5 (2)

---

---

---

Study Subjects
Age
BMI
Cotinine (% >30 ng/mg
Creatinine (n))
Indoor Air
PMc

12.4

7.9

3.3

46.2

EU/m
EU/mg

3

8.2
731

10.3
984

0.12
11

41.4
3781

PM2.5

26.7

24.9

6.0

99.9

Note: Dog and Cat categorized as presence/absence, total pets is sum of presence for dog, cat,
3
or other furry animal. Cotinine/Creatinine Ratio from urine reported in ng/mg. EU/m and EU/mg
3
in PMc. PMc and PM2.5 reported in µg/m .
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Forty-eight-hour average in-home concentrations of PMc ranged from 3.3 to 46.2 µg/m3,
with airborne endotoxin in PMc ranging from 0.12 to 41.4 EU/m3 and from 11 to 3781
EU/mg (Table 4.1). Following application of an indoor wood smoke-specific correction
factor (McNamara, 2011), 48-hour average PM2.5 concentrations were 26.7 (± 24.9)
µg/m3 and ranged from 6.0 to 99.9 µg/m3. IAQ concentrations for all measured
parameters did not vary significantly across visits within homes (paired t-test p>0.05,
data not shown).
Unlike IAQ parameters, some health outcomes did vary significantly across visits
within subjects (paired t-test p<0.05; Table 4.2). Although mean PAQLQ scores did not
vary, the mean activities subscore was significantly higher at the second visit than first
visit. Several cytokines also varied significantly across visits. Mean IL-2 and IFN-γ
concentrations in EBC were significantly different across visits, as well as the mean IL10/IFN-γ ratio (p<0.05, Table 4.2). IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8, TNF-α, IL-4, and IL-5 approached
significance across visits (p≈0.10). Further analyses accounted for multiple visits per
subject (GEE models, Tables 4.3, 4.4) therefore these differences across visits were
accounted for in final analyses.
Lung function measurements (PEF, FEV1) were not required for subjects to be
included in the main analyses. Measurements were collected from 37 subjects at the first
visit and 35 subjects at the second visit, with 30 paired collections. Percent predicted
PEF, percent predicted FEV1, percent predicted morning-only PEF, percent predicted
morning-only FEV1, and the frequency of days with evening to morning PEF variability
>20% did not vary significantly across visits (Table 4.2). Subjects performed <85%
predicted for PEF and FEV1 at both visits. Morning-only averages were slightly lower at
both visits (Table 4.2). On average, subjects had an evening to morning variability in
PEF >20% on approximately 20% of the days sampled (Table 4.2).
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Table 4.2. Descriptive statistics of health outcomes from all subjects (n=38). Lung
function data collected from 37 subjects at Visit 1, 35 subjects at Visit 2, with 30 paired
collections.

Lung function

PEF %pred

Visit 1 Mean
(SD)
82.0 (22.9)

Visit 2 Mean
(SD)
77.9 (25.0)

Paired T-test pvalue
0.39

FEV1 %pred

84.2 (20.3)

81.3 (18.9)

0.83

AM PEF%pred

80.0 (23.2)

75.6 (26.7)

0.23

AM FEV1 %pred

83.9 (20.0)

80.5 (19.4)

0.44

PEF PM-AM
variability >20%

23 (21)

20 (22)

0.73

5.37 (1.17)

5.55 (1.10)

0.24

Symptoms

5.33 (1.23)

5.45 (1.12)

0.49

Activities

4.81 (1.47)

5.30 (1.21)

0.01

Emotions

5.70 (1.16)

5.81 (1.20)

0.46

8-isoprostane
ProInflammatory

4.90 (6.37)

5.03 (6.03)

0.89

GM-CSF

0.45 (1.25)

0.43 (0.23)

0.92

IL-1β

0.37 (0.31)

0.28 (0.23)

0.11

IL-6

0.22 (0.16)

0.17 (0.10)

0.13

IL-8

1.03 (1.72)

0.59 (0.66)

0.14

TNF-α

0.29 (0.62)

0.12 (0.29)

0.1

IL-2

0.36 (0.38)

0.14 (0.21)

0.002

IFN-γ

0.27 (0.28)

0.13 (0.14)

0.004

IL-4

1.07 (2.03)

0.58 (1.24)

0.15

IL-5

0.80 (0.65)

0.61 (0.51)

0.11

IL-10

0.40 (0.19)

0.41 (0.20)

0.86

IL-4/IFN-γ

2.32 (3.06)

3.13 (2.50)

0.22

IL-10/IFN-γ

2.67 (1.94)

4.53 (2.70)

0.001

Mean score
Quality of Life
Scores

Exhaled Breath
Condensate

Th1

Th2

2.56 (3.99)
2.37 (2.70)
0.75
IL-4/IL-6
Note: PEF and FEV1 measurements expressed in L/min. Percent-predicted calculated from
subject’s height, weight, and age at time of sampling. All exhaled breath condensate analytes
expressed in pg/mL with exception of cytokine ratios (IL-4/IFN-g, IL-10/IFN-g, IL-4/IL-6).
Abbreviations: SD: standard deviation, PEF: peak expiratory flow, FEV1: forced expiratory volume
in one second, AM: morning only, %pred: percent-predicted, PEF PM-AM variability>20%:
frequency of days where variability between previous night PEF and morning PEF is greater than
20%, GM-CSF: granulocyte macrophage colony-stimulating factor, IL: interleukin, TNF: tumor
necrosis factor, IFN: interferon.
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Mean PAQLQ score and 8-isoprostane concentration showed no relationships with any
other health outcome measured in raw and adjusted GEE models. When adjusted for
age, gender, and BMI of the subject as well as square footage of the home, number of
residents living in the home, total number of pets, and corrected PM2.5 concentrations
(Model 3), percent-predicted PEF and FEV1 values were significantly associated with
each other (p<0.05; Table 4.3). Subjects with above median concentrations of proinflammatory cytokines were significantly associated with being above median for other
pro-inflammatory cytokines as well as above median Th2 cytokines, but were
significantly associated with below median Th1 cytokines (Table 4.3). Subjects with
above median Th1 cytokines were significantly associated with having below median
Th2 cytokines, while having above median Th2 cytokines was significantly associated
with having above median concentrations for all other Th2 cytokines (Table 4.3).
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Mean
PAQLQ
PEF
FEV
8isoP
GM-CSF
IL-1β
IL-6
IL-8
TNF-α
IL-2
IFN-γ
IL-4
IL-5
IL-10

1
---------------------------

Mean
PAQLQ
FEV

1 ééé
--1
---------------------------------------------

PEF

1
--------------------1
-------------------

8isoP GM-CSF

1
-----------------

IL-1β

IL-8

ééé
éé ééé
1
ééé
--1
-------------------------

IL-6

Table 4.3. GEE results for adjusted models for within and between cytokine classes.
Arrows represent direction of association and level of significance.
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IL-2

Health outcomes: Lung function and Quality of Life
Data from GEE models for lung function measurements and quality of life scores are
presented as unit change in health outcome with an increase in the interquartile range in
the exposure of interest. Interquartile ranges are as follows: 8.85 µg/m3 PMc, 8.39
EU/m3, and 721 EU/mg. An increase in PMc was significantly associated with an
increase in frequency of days with evening to morning variability in PEF >20% in all GEE
models (p<0.05, Table 4.4). An increase in EU/mg but not EU/m3 was significantly
associated with lower overall and morning-only PEF percent-predicted values in all GEE
models (Table 4.4). Adjusting for age, gender, and BMI of the subjects gave similar
results compared to the unadjusted GEE (Table 4.4b). Adjusting for age, gender and
BMI of the subjects as well as square footage of the home, number of residents living in
the home, total number of pets, and corrected PM2.5 concentrations elucidated a
relationship approaching statistical significance between an increase EU/mg and a
decrease in percent predicted morning-only FEV1 (p<0.10, Table 4.4c). All other
relationships were consistent across models.
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Lung
function

PEF PM-AM
variability >20%
Mean score
Symptoms
Activities

PEF %pred
FEV1 %pred
AM PEF %pred
AM FEV1 %pred
5 (1, 9)**

PMc
1.81 (-6.49, 10.12)
-0.91 (-11.26, 9.44)
1.56 (-7.47, 10.59)
0.26 (-9.68, 10.20)

Model 1

1 (-1, 2)

3

EU/m
-0.70 (-2.30, 0.89)
-0.66 (-2.46, 1.15)
-0.49 (-2.42, 1.44)
-0.51 (-2.21, 1.18)
1 (-1, 2)

EU/mg
-1.54 (-2.74, -0.35)**
-0.82 (-2.54, 0.90)
-1.54 (-3.05, -0.04)**
-0.96 (-2.41, 0.50)

	
  

-0.03 (-0.20, 0.24)
-0.04 (-0.18, 0.10)
-0.03 (-0.13, 0.08)
0.02 (-0.29, 0.32)
0.00 (-0.12, 0.13)
-0.02 (-0.13, 0.09)
Quality of
Life Scores
0.00 (-0.35, 0.35)
0.00 (-0.15, 0.15)
0.03 (-0.10, 0.16)
-0.07 (-0.30, 0.16)
-0.11 (-0.30, 0.08)
-0.06 (-0.21, 0.08)
Emotions
Note: Lung function: n=72. Quality of Life: n=76. Abbreviations: PEF: peak expiratory flow, FEV1: forced expiratory volume in one second, AM:
morning only, %pred: percent predicted, PEF PM-AM variability>20%: frequency of days where variability between previous night PEF and
morning PEF is greater than 20%, *: p<0.10, **: p<0.05.

a)

Table 4.4. GEE results for unadjusted (a: Model 1) and adjusted (b: Model 2 and c: Model 3) models for IAQ measure on lung
function and quality of life scores/subscores. Presented per IQR change.
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Lung
function

PEF PM-AM
variability >20%
Mean score
Symptoms
Activities

PEF %pred
FEV1 %pred
AM PEF %pred
AM FEV1 %pred
5 (1, 10)**

Model 2
PMc
1.33 (-7.67, 9.34)
-2.14 (-12.20, 7.91)
0.93 (-7.72 (9.57)
-0.74 (-10.42, 8.93)
1 (-1, 2)

3

EU/m
-0.83 (-2.23, 0.57)
-0.77 (-2.54, 0.99)
-0.64 (-2.39, 1.11)
-0.63 (-2.23, 0.97)
1 (-1, 2)

EU/mg
-1.56 (-2.66, -0.46)**
-0.87 (-2.60, 0.86)
-1.59 (-2.99, -0.19)**
-1.01 (-2.44, 0.42)
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-0.04 (-0.28, 0.20)
-0.03 (-0.17, 0.10)
-0.03 (-0.13, 0.07)
-0.02
(-0.27,
0.24)
0.01
(-0.10,
0.12)
-0.02 (-0.12, 0.09)
Quality of
Life Scores
-0.01 (-0.32, 0.29)
0.01 (-0.12, 0.15)
0.03 (-0.09, 0.14)
-0.09
(-0.31,
0.13)
-0.11
(-0.29,
0.07)
-0.07
(-0.20, 0.07)
Emotions
Note: Model 2 is adjusted for age, gender, and BMI of the subjects. Lung function: n=72. Quality of Life: n=76. Abbreviations: PEF: peak expiratory
flow, FEV1: forced expiratory volume in one second, AM: morning only, %pred: percent predicted, PEF PM-AM variability>20%: frequency of days
where variability between previous night PEF and morning PEF is greater than 20%, *: p<0.10, **: p<0.05.

b)

Lung
function

PEF PM-AM
variability >20%
Mean score
Symptoms
Activities

PEF %pred
FEV1 %pred
AM PEF %pred
AM FEV1 %pred
7 (1, 13)**

Model 3
PMc
3.25 (-4.38, 10.87)
-1.76 (-12.29, 8.77)
3.17 (-4.91, 11.26)
0.48 (-9.16, 10.12)
1 (0, 3)

3

EU/m
-0.83 (-2.25, 0.58)
-0.79 (-2.45, 0.87)
-0.64 (-2.39, 1.11)
-0.74 (-2.29, 0.81)
1 (0, 3)

EU/mg
-1.69 (-2.70, -0.68)**
-0.96 (-2.57, 0.66)
-1.75 (-3.01, -0.50)**
-1.21 (-2.51, 0.10)*
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-0.05 (-0.29, 0.18)
-0.04 (-0.17, 0.09)
-0.03 (-0.13, 0.07)
-0.03
(-0.28,
0.23)
0.00
(-0.19,
0.11)
-0.02 (-0.12, 0.08)
Quality of
Life Scores
-0.05 (-0.35, 0.24)
0.00 (-0.13, 0.14)
0.02 (-0.10, 0.14)
-0.09
(-0.32,
0.13)
-0.11
(-0.28,
006)
-0.06
(-0.19, 0.07)
Emotions
Note: Model 3 is adjusted for age, gender, and BMI of the subjects as well as square footage of their home, number of residents living in the
home, total number of pets, and corrected PM2.5 values as recorded by the DustTrak. Lung function: n=72. Quality of Life: n=76. Abbreviations:
PEF: peak expiratory flow, FEV1: forced expiratory volume in one second, AM: morning only, %pred: percent predicted, PEF PM-AM
variability>20%: frequency of days where variability between previous night PEF and morning PEF is greater than 20%, *: p<0.10, **: p<0.05.

c)

Health outcomes: Biomarkers
Data from GEE models for EBC concentrations of 8-isoprostane and all cytokines are
presented as odds ratio of being above median for a given analyte with an increase in
the interquartile range in the exposure of interest. The exception to this is TNF-α, which,
as previously mentioned, had only 11 of 76 samples above the LOD. Therefore these
results are presented as the odds ratio of being above the LOD for TNF-α with an
increase in the interquartile range in the exposure of interest. As this data is from the
same homes and subjects as previously described, the interquartile ranges are the
same. The only endotoxin relationship that is consistently significant in all GEE models is
an increased odds ratio of having above median 8-isoprostane with an IQR increase in
EU/m3 (p<0.05, Table 4.5a-c). Model 2 and Model 3 show increased EU/m3 to be
associated with a significant increase in odds of having above median IL-8. An increase
in PMc approaches significance with a decreased odds ratio of having above median
concentrations of cytokines in Model 2 (IL-6, IL-8, IL-4, IL-5, IL-4/IFN-γ, IL-4/IL-6:
p<0.10; Table 4.5b) and is significantly associated with a decreased odds ratio of being
above median for IL-8, IL-4, and the IL-4/IL-6 ratio in Model 3 (p<0.05; Table 4.5c). An
increase in EU/m3 approaches significance with increased odds ratios of having above
median IL-2 and IFN-γ in Model 2 (p<0.10; Table 4.5b) and this relationship is significant
in Model 3 (p<0.05, Table 4.5c). TNF-α was unable to be included in Model 3 analyses
due to the limiting number of samples above the LOD (n=11). The eleven subjects with
samples above the LOD are comprised of 7 girls and 4 boys, therefore attempting to
adjust for square footage of the home, number of residents living in the home, total
number of furry pets and PM2.5 concentrations as well as age, gender, and BMI of the
subjects excludes TNF-α from this Model (Table 4.5c).
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Table 4.5. Odds ratio results for unadjusted (a: Model 1) and adjusted (b: Model 2 and c:
Model 3) models for 8-isoprostane and cytokines measured in exhaled breath
condensate. Presented as odds ratio of being above median for given analyte per IQR
change§.
a)
Model 1
3

8-isoprostane

PMc
0.75 (0.51, 1.10)

EU/m
1.86 (1.08, 3.24)**

EU/mg
1.33 (0.87, 2.06)

Pro-Inflammatory
GM-CSF
IL-1β
IL-6
IL-8
TNF-α

0.92 (0.52, 1.60)
0.88 (0.56, 1.40)
0.75 (0.48, 1.19)
0.71 (0.43, 1.16)
0.96 (0.62, 1.46)

0.95 (0.72, 1.26)
1.04 (0.89, 1.23)
1.13 (0.84, 1.52)
1.34 (0.98, 1.83)
1.06 (0.80, 1.42)

1.00 (0.81, 1.24)
1.00 (0.87, 1.16)
1.16 (0.87, 1.43)
1.24 (0.87, 1.78)
1.00 (0.81, 1.24)

1.58 (0.71, 3.58)
1.52 (0.61, 1.14)

1.33 (0.99, 1.78)*
1.32 (0.97, 1.80)

1.24 (0.87, 1.78)
1.33 (0.93, 1.91)

Th1
IL-2
IFN-γ
Th2
IL-4
0.61 (0.33, 3.36)
0.97 (0.78, 1.20)
1.00 (0.81, 1.24)
IL-5
0.75 (0.47, 1.20)
1.10 (0.85, 1.42)
1.07 (0.87, 1.43)
IL-10
1.07 (0.59, 1.96)
0.91 (0.71, 1.17)
0.93 (0.75, 1.16)
IL-4/IFN-γ
0.61 (0.33, 1.13)
0.97 (0.78, 1.20)
1.00 (0.81, 1.24)
IL-10/IFN-γ
0.91 (0.50, 1.64)
0.88 (0.67, 1.16)
0.93 (0.70, 1.16)
IL-4/IL-6
0.65 (0.36, 1.16)
1.00 (0.80, 1.25)
1.00 (0.81, 1.24)
§
Note: with exception of TNF-α, presented as odds ratio of being above LOD (n=11 above, 65
below). All other analytes n=38 above median, 38 below. Abbreviations: GM-CSF: granulocyte
macrophage colony-stimulating factor, IL: interleukin, TNF: tumor necrosis factor, IFN: interferon.
*: p<0.10, **: p<0.05.
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b)
Model 2
3

8-isoprostane

PMc
0.68 (0.00, 1.08)

EU/m
1.85 (1.10, 3.11)**

EU/mg
1.31 (0,85, 2.02)

Pro-Inflammatory
GM-CSF
IL-1β
IL-6
IL-8
TNF-α

0.81 (0.45, 1.45)
0.80 (0.44, 1.44)
0.69 (0.44, 1.07)*
0.59 (0.35, 0.99)*
0.90 (0.52, 1.56)

0.94 (0.73, 1.22)
1.05 (0.88, 1.24)
1.15 (0.80, 1.64)
1.44 (1.03, 2.02)**
1.09 (0.29, 1.35)

0.99 (0.79, 1.25)
1.01 (0.85, 1.20)
1.12 (0.82, 1.54)
1.28 (0.76, 2.16)
1.04 (0.87, 1.25)

1.54 (0.69, 3.43)
1.47 (0.60, 3.62)

1.38 (0.97, 1.96)*
1.36 (0.95, 1.94)*

1.31 (0.81, 2.11)
1.37 (0.85, 2.20)

Th1
IL-2
IFN-γ
Th2
IL-4
0.56 (0.30, 1.04)*
0.97 (0.79, 1.20)
1.00 (0.81, 1.22)
IL-5
0.66 (0.42, 1.03)*
1.11 (0.16, 1.48)
1.10 (0.85, 1.43)
IL-10
0.93 (0.52, 1.69)
0.91 (0.69, 1.18)
0.94 (0.74, 1.19)
IL-4/IFN-γ
0.56 (0.30, 1.04)*
0.97 (0.79, 1.20)
1.00 (0.81, 1.22)
IL-10/IFN-γ
0.79 (0.44, 1.42)
0.93 (0.72, 1.19)
0.97 (0.77, 1.23)
IL-4/IL-6
0.60 (0.33, 1.09)*
1.01 (0.81, 1.27)
1.02 (0.81, 1.27)
§
Note: with exception of TNF-α, presented as odds ratio of being above LOD (n=11 above, 65
below). All other analytes n=38 above median, 38 below. Model 2 is adjusted for age, gender,
and BMI of the subjects. Abbreviations: GM-CSF: granulocyte macrophage colony-stimulating
factor, IL: interleukin, TNF: tumor necrosis factor, IFN: interferon. *: p<0.10, **: p<0.05.
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c)
Model 3
8-isoprostane
Pro-Inflammatory
GM-CSF
IL-1β
IL-6
IL-8
x
TNF-α

3

PMc
0.59 (0.33, 1.04)

EU/m
1.85 (1.03, 3.33)**

EU/mg
1.30 (0.79, 2.15)

0.70 (0.34, 1.46)
0.70 (0.35, 1.38)
0.60 (0.36, 1.01)*
0.53 (0.30, 0.94)**
---

0.94 (0.70, 1.25)
1.04 (0.89, 1.21)
1.14 (0.81, 1.61)
1.42 (1.02, 1.99)**
---

0.98 (0.77, 1.25)
1.00 (0.84, 1.19)
1.10 (0.81, 1.50)
1.24 (0.72, 2.14)
---

1.56 (0.68, 3.58)
1.46 (0.61, 3.48)

1.47 (1.02, 2.12)**
1.47 (1.03, 2.10)**

1.35 (0.79, 2.30)
1.45 (0.84, 2.50)

Th1
IL-2
IFN-γ
Th2
IL-4
0.50 (0.25, 0.99)**
1.01 (0.80, 1.26)
1.00 (0.80, 1.24)
IL-5
0.53 (0.31, 0.92)
1.11 (0.83, 1.50)
1.10 (0.84, 1.44)
IL-10
0.91 (0.44, 1.91)
0.83 (0.68, 1.18)
0.93 (0.74, 1.17)
IL-4/IFN-γ
0.50 (0.25, 0.99)
1.01 (0.80, 1.26)
1.00 (0.80, 1.24)
IL-10/IFN-γ
0.76 (0.37, 1.57)
0.90 (0.69, 1.19)
0.96 (0.74, 1.23)
IL-4/IL-6
0.49 (0.25, 0.95)**
1.02 (0.81, 1.29)
1.01 (0.80, 1.28)
x:
TNF-α not able to be included in Model 3 due to limiting numbers of samples above LOD.
Note: Model 3 is adjusted for age, gender, and BMI of the subjects as well as square footage of
their home, number of residents living in the home, total number of pets, and corrected PM2.5
values as recorded by the DustTrak. Abbreviations: GM-CSF: granulocyte macrophage colonystimulating factor, IL: interleukin, TNF: tumor necrosis factor, IFN: interferon. *: p<0.10, **:
p<0.05.
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DISCUSSION
Health outcomes: Lung function and Quality of Life
Our results showed ~80%-predicted PEF and ~82%-predicted FEV1 measurements with
~21% of days having >20% variability in PEF (Table 4.2). Similar to our study, a large
urban intervention study using almost 1,000 atopic asthmatic children had subjects
record PEF and FEV1 measurements twice daily for two weeks (Morgan, 2004). Their
baseline results were largely in agreement with our study despite our limited sample
size. Their subjects had approximately 96%-predicted PEF measurements and 88%predicted FEV1 measurements with 37% days having >20% variability in PEF (Morgan,
2004). Airborne endotoxin results in our study homes are also in line with published
data. Endotoxin concentrations have been reported at 7.63 EU/m3 in wood stove homes
in Ireland and Scotland (Semple, 2011) and at a geometric mean of 5.8 EU/m3 in rural
homes of asthmatic children (Thorne, 2007). For comparison, our homes had an
average airborne endotoxin concentration of 8.2 EU/m3 (Table 4.2).
Daily variability in PEF and frequency of days for which this variability is >20%
have been established as measures of bronchial responsiveness in asthma and have
been used in a variety of epidemiological studies (Boezen, 1996, Yoo, 2007, Morgan,
2004). The cut-point of 20% change in daily PEF is derived from identifying nonasthmatic variability commonly < 20% (Quackenboss, 1991). We found an increase in
PMc but not endotoxin was associated with a significant increase in frequency of days
with PEF evening to morning variability >20% in all GEE models (p<0.05; Table 4.4a-c).
The evening to morning daily variability best characterizes the acute impacts of the
concentrations captured with our air sampling program, as the overnight exposures
occur during which time the subject was sleeping. This effect of PMc and not endotoxin
on reduced peak flow stability suggests that the respiratory effects of PMc exposure are
not primarily dependent on endotoxin content.
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An increase in EU/mg of PMc was associated with a significant decrease in
overall and morning-only percent-predicted PEF values in all GEE models (p<0.05;
Table 4.4a-c). Without accounting for mass of particle collected, airborne endotoxin
endotoxin (EU/m3) was not associated with any lung function measures. This finding is
counter to a previous study that found house-dust endotoxin to be associated with PEFvariability but not when corrected per gram of sampled dust (Douwes, 2000). Dust
endotoxin has been shown to affect lung function of rural children with asthma or
wheeze (Lawson, 2011). However, dust endotoxin correlates poorly with airborne
endotoxin levels (Park, 2001, Mazique, 2011), so comparing our airborne findings with
house-dust endotoxin is problematic. Airborne endotoxin measured over 1.5 days has
been determined to be a more direct measure of exposure than the use of dust
endotoxin (Horick, 2006) therefore the airborne endotoxin results reported here
(measured over 2 days) are likely to best represent exposure.
We found no associations between PMc or either measure of endotoxin with
quality of life mean score or subscores (Table 4.4a-c). Mean PAQLQ score also did not
correlate with any other health outcome measured. A score change of 0.5 is established
as the minimal important difference over time (Juniper, 1994). Although baseline IAQ
exposures did not correlate with PAQLQ scores, we will ultimately have 80% power to
demonstrate a difference in PAQLQ scores of 1.00 unit or greater at the 95% confidence
level with all ARTIS subjects (n=136) (Noonan, 2012). Our ability to interpret this data is
also limited by the cross-sectional nature of this study. Our analyses attempted to
account for main inter-individual differences (adjusting for age, gender and BMI of the
subjects; Tables 4.4, 4.5; Models 2, 3). Future planned analyses to evaluate change in
quality of life scores from pre- to post-intervention allow for subjects to function as their
own baseline score controls.
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Health outcomes: Biomarkers
EBC is mainly water vapor collected from the saturated exhaled breath, but it also
contains a sample of the airway lining fluid (Thomas, 2013). It is postulated that the
lining fluid is nebulized by turbulent airflow from the converging branches of the airways
but how particles form and change during exhalation before leaving the airways is
speculation (Davis, 2012). Micrometer and submicrometer droplets in exhaled breath
have been confirmed by laser particle counts (Fairchild, 1987, Papineni, 1997),
explaining the presence of non-volatile constituents in EBC such as cytokines and 8isoprostane. Interpreting EBC biomarkers has unique challenges, as there are multiple
areas for variation in sample collection and analysis (Kostikas, 2008, Rosias, 2012,
Davis, 2012). It is recommended by the manufacturer of the EBC collection tubes used
in our study to analyze biomarker trends in terms of relative change rather than absolute
concentration (Davis, 2012, Respiratory Research, 2005). Therefore, we investigated the
odds ratios of having above median levels of these markers as opposed to effects on
absolute change.

8-isoprostane
8-isoprostane is a biomarker of oxidative stress, with elevated concentrations found in
the bronchoalveolar lavage fluid of patients with interstitial lung diseases (Montuschi,
1998). Previous studies have shown oxidative stress is increased in asthmatic subjects
as reflected by 8-isoprostane concentrations in EBC (Montuschi, 1999). Increased 8isoprostane has also been detected in the EBC of severe asthmatics compared to
healthy and mildly asthmatic adults, although the differences were not statistically
significant (Piotrowski, 2012). Piotrowski et al. reported a median (IQR) 8-isoprotane
concentration of 4.67 (2.50-27.92) pg/mL in severe asthmatics (Piotrowski, 2012), similar
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to the concentrations detected in our subjects (~5.0 pg/mL; Table 4.2). 8-isoprostane
was not associated with any other health outcome measured in our study.
Ours is the first study to investigate the relationship between in-home airborne
endotoxin and EBC biomarkers of oxidative stress. Previous research has been done in
occupational settings with high endotoxin exposures (i.e. grain elevators) and found
intensity of endotoxin exposure to be associated with increased markers of oxidative
stress (Burch, 2009), including 8-isoprostane in EBC (Do, 2008). We identified a
significant association between an increase in airborne endotoxin (EU/m3 but not
EU/mg) with an increased odds ratio of above median EBC 8-isoprostane in all GEE
models (p<0.05; Table 4.5a-c). The dissimilarity of EU/m3 and EU/mg results has been
reported elsewhere (Douwes, 2000) and emphasizes the inclusion of both measures of
endotoxin in health-based studies.

Effects on cytokines
Previous studies utilizing EBC to analyze cytokines in asthmatics have primarily focused
on IL-10 and the IL-4/IFN-γ ratio (Shahid, 2002) due to their relevance in the immune
status of atopic asthmatics. IL-10 and IL-4 are cytokines derived from CD4+ T-helper
type 2 (Th2) cells while IFN-γ is a product of T-helper type 1 (Th1) cells. IL-10
suppresses the activity of Th1 cells and IFN-γ suppresses the differentiation of Th2 cells
(Chung, 2001 ). This feedback typically keeps infection fighting (Th1) and eosinophilic
inflammation (Th2) in check. However studies involving bronchalveolar lavage fluid and
lung biopsies have confirmed that a Th2-dominated lung environment is seen in atopic
asthmatics (Robinson, 1992). As a result, there is elevation of IL-4 and depression of
IFN-γ, which can be described with the IL-4/IFN-γ ratio (Walker, 1992, Tang, 1995). We
decided to investigate the IL-10/IFN-γ ratio to further describe the Th1/Th2 balance. The
IL-4/IL-6 ratio was chosen as a way to investigate Th2 activity relative to inflammation.
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IL-6 was selected for this ratio because it is a sensitive marker for endotoxin (Soukup,
2001, Copeland, 2005, Hadina, 2008) and has been shown to be elevated in asthmatics
independent of other pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as TNF-α and IL-1β (Neveu,
2010).
The basic role (pro-inflammatory, Th1 or Th2) of all cytokines measured in our
subjects is illustrated in Figure 4.1. Subjects with above median Th1 cytokines were
significantly associated with having below median Th2 cytokines (Table 4.3). Subjects
with above median concentrations of several pro-inflammatory cytokines were
significantly associated with having below median Th1 cytokines and above median Th2
cytokines (Table 4.3). Although no significant relationships were found between PMc
and endotoxin concentrations with Th1/Th2 ratios (i.e. IL-4/IFN-γ and IL-10/IFN-γ) these
associations demonstrate that our multiplex analysis results are consistent with
functional categories of cytokines.
Our GEE model adjusting for age, gender, and BMI of the subjects along with
square footage of the home, number of residents living in the home, total number of
pets, and corrected PM2.5 concentrations revealed the strongest relationships between
PMc and endotoxin concentrations with cytokine variability (Table 4.5c). Endotoxin
concentrations were not associated with above median pro-inflammatory mediators
produced by alveolar macrophages (IL-6, IL-1β, GM-CSF and TNF-α) (Table 4.5a-c).
Previous studies have not seen differences in TNF-α and IL-1β between asthmatics and
non-asthmatics (Neveu, 2010) which may explain the lack of elevation of these cytokines
in our subjects.
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Figure 4.1. Role of cytokines in development of Th1 and Th2 lymphocytes. As a result of
signals from the surrounding microenvironment naïve T cells differentiate into Th1 or
Th2 lymphocytes. Adapted from Elias et al. and Ho (Elias, 2003, Ho, 2010).
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An increase in PMc was associated with a significant odds ratio of having below
median IL-8 (p<0.05; Table 4.5c), but an increase in EU/m3 was associated with a
significant odds ratio of having above median IL-8 (p<0.05; Table 4.5c). IL-8 is a proinflammatory chemokine produced by alveolar macrophages and lung epithelial cells
and is elevated in the bronchoalveolar lavage fluid of asthmatics and those with chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (Nocker, 1996). In vitro studies have identified IL-8
release from lung epithelial cells following endotoxin exposure (Cabrera-Benitez, 2012)
and heat-treatment (endotoxin removal) of house dust has shown a reduced capacity of
human alveolar epithelial cells to produce IL-8 (Mathiesen, 2004). Endotoxin exposures
in an agricultural occupational exposure study were also associated with statistically
significant increases in IL-8 nasal lavage concentrations (Burch, 2009). Therefore it
makes biological sense for endotoxin (EU/m3) concentrations to be associated with
above median IL-8 in asthmatic children. Endotoxin expressed per mg of PMc did not
show this relationship, again indicating that the health effects of PMc in asthmatic
children living in wood stove homes may be partially due to mechanisms independent of
its endotoxin content.
An increase in EU/m3 was significantly associated with an odds ratio of having
above median IL-2 and IFN-γ, both Th1 cytokines (p<0.05, Table 4.5c). This is counter
to previous studies that have identified asthmatics as having predominately Th2mediated lung environments (Robinson, 1992, Walker, 1992, Shahid, 2002). We did not
find this to be the case in our subjects, with no relationships found between PMc or
airborne endotoxin concentrations and IL-4/IFN-γ and IL-10/IFN-γ ratios. The IL-4/IL-6
ratio was significantly associated with PMc (p<0.05; Table 4.5c) but not endotoxin,
indicating that increased Th2 activity may need to be investigated relative to
inflammation as well as Th1 activity in asthmatic children.
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A Dutch group has recently demonstrated the use of a multiplex immunoassay to
detect multiple cytokines at a rate of 95-100% detection in EBC (Rosias, 2010,
Robroeks, 2009). They reported TNF-α concentrations to be significantly lower in
asthmatics compared to controls, which they attributed to medication use (Rosias,
2010). This may partially explain why the majority (65 of 76) of our samples had below
LOD TNF-α. The primary reason for our samples having a lower rate of detection
compared to those of the Dutch group is likely due to differences in EBC sample
collection equipment (closed glass condenser vs. Rtubes). However, our subjects
needed to collect their own EBC in a feasible amount of time in the morning before
school and the closed glass condenser could not be used in those circumstances.
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CONCLUSION
We investigated, for the first time, the acute health effects of PMc and airborne
endotoxin concentrations in asthmatic children living in wood stove homes. We
characterized health effects in three ways: 1) with a validated Pediatric Asthma Quality
of Life Questionnaire, 2) lung function with PEF and FEV1 measurements, and 3)
biomarker assessment in EBC. The results presented here are cross sectional baseline
results from a randomized trial, thus the main limitation of our study was the lack of postintervention sampling, non-asthmatics or non-wood stove homes for comparison.
Although homes recruited for the ARTIS study are required to be non-smoking
homes, we did identify a urinary CCR >30 ng/mg in two of our subjects (Table 4.1). A
CCR of 30 ng/mg has been used to identify children exposed to smoking with a high
degree of sensitivity (80%) and specificity (100%) (Henderson, 1989) and is appropriate
for countries with a low smoking prevalence such as the United States (Keskinoglu,
2007). Sensitivity analyses excluding the subjects with indicators of passive or active
tobacco smoke exposure were consistent with results from our primary analyses. This
suggests that the health measurements of these two subjects were not unduly biasing
the overall results from the subjects with a CCR ratio revealing no passive or active
smoke exposure.
The atopic status of these 38 subjects is not yet available. It is specifically atopic
asthmatics, not all asthmatics, which have demonstrated a phenotypic Th2-mediated
response to endotoxin exposure. Correction for atopic status will clarify whether or not
the effects reported here are consistent between atopic and nonatopic asthmatics and/or
if atopic status is driving any of these relationships. Overall, these results will be verified
by taking into account the atopic status of the subjects.
Our primary findings provide an in-depth perspective into the overall health of
these asthmatic children living in a unique environment. Although no relationships were
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seen between PMc and airborne endotoxin concentrations with quality of life scores,
increased PMc concentrations were associated with increased frequency of PEF daily
variability. Increased PMc also showed reduced odds ratios for above-median proinflammatory marker IL-8 and asthma-related IL-4. Increases in airborne endotoxin were
associated with impacts on lung function (reduced percent-predicted PEF) when
expressed per mg of PMc (EU/mg) and on odds ratios of above-median 8-isoprostane,
IL-8, IL-2, and IFN-γ when expressed per volume of air sampled (EU/m3). Perhaps the
most important findings from these cross sectional relationships are the differences
between PMc and endotoxin concentrations and all categories of health outcomes (lung
function, quality of life, and biomarkers). No health outcomes showed the same
response with increased concentrations of PMc and endotoxin; in fact, certain outcomes
had conflicting responses between the exposures (i.e., IL-8). These findings, although
from a small subset of asthmatic children living in a unique environment, indicate that
airborne endotoxin and PMc do not have identical impacts on the respiratory health of
asthmatics. This is counter to the hypothesized mechanism of PMc toxicity being largely
dependent on its endotoxin content (Miyata, 2011).
For the first time, we have established a relationship between in-home
concentrations of endotoxin and IL-8, which agrees with published in vitro data
(Mathiesen, 2004) as well as agriculture occupational studies (Burch, 2009). Subjects
living in homes with higher concentrations of airborne endotoxin had higher Th1
cytokines, with airborne endotoxin showing no relationship with increased Th2 cytokines
as has previously been described (Robinson, 1992, Walker, 1992, Shahid, 2002).
Airborne endotoxin, and not PMc, was also significantly associated with increased 8isoprostane and IL-8, indicating a more general pro-inflammatory and oxidative stress
response to endotoxin exposure than an allergic asthma phenotypic response. Overall
these results indicate that airborne endotoxin and PMc have a different profile of adverse
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health effects in asthmatic children living in homes with wood stoves. The atopic status
of these subjects needs to be verified and included in future analyses to validate these
findings.
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CHAPTER 5
Conclusions
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CONCLUSIONS
Impact on ARTIS
This project contributed several novel aspects to the ARTIS study and has provided
results that will influence future analyses of ARTIS data. This project aimed to
characterize airborne coarse fraction (PMc) and airborne endotoxin concentrations in
homes with wood stoves, evaluate the efficacy of a filtration unit intervention on
reduction of these pollutants, and establish cross sectional relationships between these
exposures and a variety of health outcomes. Exposures were characterized in 50 homes
with 43 homes successfully sampled pre- and post-intervention to evaluate intervention
effectiveness. A total of 38 subjects had all appropriate exposure and health outcome
data collected in full during their baseline winter. Overall, several main findings emerge
as having the most potential to influence the future data analyses of the ARTIS program.
Endotoxin is found in biomass smoke (Kurmi, 2012) and wood-burning homes
have shown higher airborne endotoxin concentrations than homes burning coal, peat, or
using gas cooking (Semple, 2011). In addition, several home characteristics have been
found to be associated with in-home endotoxin concentrations: rural living (Lawson,
2011, Barnig, 2012), increased number of residents (Singh, 2011, Thorne, 2009),
number of pets (Thorne, 2009, Park, 2001, Sordillo, 2011), and dampness/moisture
sources (Sordillo, 2011, Park, 2001). Ours is the first study to evaluate frequency of
wood stove use (loading/stoking activities over 48 hours) as a potential predictor of
airborne endotoxin concentrations. We found that the number of times the wood stove
was loaded or stoked had no relationship to airborne endotoxin or PMc concentrations.
Counter to our hypothesis, number of residents, number of pets, and humidity were not
predictors of airborne endotoxin in these homes. In fact, no measured home
characteristics explained the variability in airborne endotoxin concentrations in these
homes.
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The impact of this finding is augmented by another main conclusion of this
project. The material used in the placebo filter was selected to ensure study participants
were blinded to their intervention. The material looks to the participant like a real filter but
only met specifications for removing particles >10 µm. Unexpectedly, homes receiving a
placebo filter had a significant reduction (both overall and percent change) in PMc and
airborne endotoxin. The results were so drastic that the active filter intervention, effective
in reducing PM2.5 by 90% relative to the placebo intervention, showed no enhanced
ability to reduce PMc and airborne endotoxin relative to the placebo intervention. This is
counter to our original hypothesis that indoor PMc concentrations would be more
reduced in active filtration homes than in placebo filtration homes. This finding has a
variety of impacts. In regard to the ARTIS program this finding not only validates the
choice of active filter material in reducing indoor PM2.5 concentrations but will also allow
for the determination of PM2.5 reduction-specific health effects. The placebo filter
unknowingly acted as a control for PMc and endotoxin, reducing these as efficiently as
the active filters. Health improvements from the active filter intervention relative to the
placebo filter intervention will be primarily and convincingly due to PM2.5 reduction. This
is additionally important as pre-intervention PM2.5 concentrations significantly correlated
with PMc concentrations, making the determination of separate health effects difficult.
Another result from this project that will influence future ARTIS analyses is the
finding that 50% filter-use compliance (based on kilowatt meter (KWM) readings) is
enough to see the effects of the active and placebo filters. Filter compliance was a
continual issue in the ARTIS program, with many participants complaining the units were
too loud, caused cold air to be distributed around the house, and were too costly to run
(despite reimbursements based on calculated energy use). Compliance is commonly an
issue in intervention studies, as another study involving a stand-alone air filter
intervention found that filter use was variable across the study population and declined
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over the study duration (Batterman, 2012). The decision tree that will ultimately be used
in the final analyses will be more complex to account for compliance at each visit. With
winter averages for all exposure data, one KWM reading could be used for determining
compliance versus non-compliance. Future analyses will validate if the sufficiency of
50% compliance found in this subset of homes applies to all active filter and placebo
homes in the ARTIS study.
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Global Impact
The results presented here have the potential to have implications far beyond the 200mile radius around Missoula, MT, where sampling took place. First, as it was established
that frequency of wood stove use was not a strong predictor of airborne endotoxin and
that the placebo filter material effectively reduces PMc and airborne endotoxin, it can be
inferred that the placebo filter material may also be effective in reducing PMc and
airborne endotoxin in non-wood stove homes. As endotoxin is a potent asthma
exacerbating agent (Liu, 2004), a low-cost strategy to reduce in-home exposures can
have a lasting impact. Most studies involving in-home strategies to reduce exposure to
asthma exacerbating agents take place in urban environments (Vojta, 2002, Morgan,
2004) for several reasons. Multiple asthma exacerbaters such as ozone, nitrogen
dioxide and particulate matter are elevated in urban areas (Sarnat, 2007). Population
centers are also convenient for human studies as there are more eligible participants
and homes visits are more feasible in a small geographical area. Therefore the results of
this study are not limited to wood stove homes in the western United States.
Along with the unexpected efficacy of the placebo filters to reduce PMc and
airborne endotoxin, we also determined through sensitivity analyses that these
significant reductions are seen when participants run their unit on the “high” setting for
half of the requested time (i.e., 50% compliant). This finding will impact the ARTIS study,
as described above. This finding may also impact the larger research field of indoor
biomass smoke. The immense global burden of disease from indoor biomass smoke
exposure has been described in previous chapters. Air filtration has been shown to
reduce PM in a wood stove home (Hart, 2011) as well as reduce biomarkers of
inflammation in healthy adults living in a wood smoke impacted community in Canada
(Allen, 2009). However, no studies have investigated the efficacy of air filters in reducing
in-home exposure to biomass smoke in developing countries where PM exposures are
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exponentially higher than in developed countries. An initial hurdle to this research may
include the lack of reliable power sources. Poor and rural areas that are dependent on
biomass for fuel commonly have no access to cleaner burning gas or electricity
(Mortimer, 2012). Approximately 30% of the 534 homes taking part in the RESPIRE
study in Guatemala (Smith, 2011) and ~25% of over 3,500 homes taking part in a birth
weight study in Zimbabwe (Mishra, 2004) had no electricity. Nevertheless, the impact of
an inexpensive filter intervention (such as the placebo filter material) run at least 50% of
the time in these homes may have dramatic results on exposures and adverse health
effects.
The primary mechanism of PMc is thought to be via the endotoxin-toll-like
receptor (TLR) 4 pathway (Miyata, 2011), which is biologically plausible as PMc has
endotoxin present at levels 10-fold that of PM2.5 in ambient and indoor environments
(Heinrich, 2003, Menetrez, 2009). In-home endotoxin concentrations have been linked to
an increase in prevalence of wheeze (Horick, 2006, Ryan, 2009) and asthma prevalence
(Thorne, 2005). In 38 asthmatic children living in wood stove homes increases in PMc
and airborne endotoxin showed different and distinct effects on lung function and
biomarkers of inflammation and oxidative stress. This is contrary to our hypothesis that
elevated coarse fraction and associated airborne endotoxin exposure will correlate with
adverse health outcomes in asthmatic children. Increased PMc was associated with
more days of peak expiratory flow (PEF) variability >20% and reduced odds ratios for
having above median proinflammatory cytokines in exhaled breath condensate (EBC)
(IL-6 and IL-8). Airborne endotoxin (EU/m3), on the other hand, was associated with an
increased odds ratio of having above median 8-isoprostane, a marker of oxidative
stress, as well as Th1 cytokines that prime the immune system for elimination of viral
and bacterial pathogens (IL-2 and IFN-γ) (Crinnion, 2012). These results, though limited
due to their cross-sectional nature, reveal several points of interest.
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First, as a whole we found a more general pro-inflammatory and oxidative stress
response to increased endotoxin exposure than the phenotypic allergic asthma response
described in the literature. The interpretation of this finding is most likely not that these
subjects living in a unique environment (wood stove homes) have a Th1/Th2 balance
different than that of asthmatics documented repeatedly in the literature. The atopic
status of these 38 subjects is not yet available and it is specifically atopic asthmatics, not
all asthmatics, which have a phenotypic Th2-mediated response to endotoxin exposure.
The atopic status of these subjects will clarify the potential bias not accounted for in
these results.
These results also provide insight into the unique adverse health effects of PMc
and airborne endotoxin exposure. When endotoxin concentrations were presented per
mass of PMc collected (EU/mg), there was a significant association with lower percentpredicted PEF values, a relationship that did not occur with PMc concentrations or
endotoxin per volume of air sampled (EU/m3). PMc and airborne endotoxin had
differential effects on all health outcomes measured. In the most drastic case, an
increase in PMc was associated with a significantly decreased odds ratio of having
above median IL-8 while an increase in airborne endotoxin was associated with a
significantly increased odds ratio of having above median IL-8. The inclusion of atopic
status will eventually clarify whether these effects are consistent between atopic and
nonatopic asthmatics or if atopic status may be driving several of these relationships. As
of now these findings suggest that in these wood stove homes the mechanism of PMc
toxicity is not solely due to endotoxin content, though these results need to be verified by
taking into account the atopic status of the subjects.
Taken together these results are the first to characterize PMc and airborne
endotoxin concentrations in wood stove homes as well as correlate these exposures
with a variety of asthma health outcomes. They also provide the first evidence of the
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extreme efficacy of the active filter intervention in reducing indoor PM2.5 and the
unexpected efficacy of the placebo filter intervention in reducing indoor PMc and
airborne endotoxin. These results reveal a complete picture of exposure assessment,
exposure reduction, and health effects of PMc and airborne endotoxin in wood stove
homes.
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APPENDIX
Comprehensive Methods
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COMPREHENSIVE METHODS
The following methods were required for successful completion of my project. Many
abbreviated methods are summarized in previous chapters.
CPEM Procurement and Summary
Dr. Jonathan Thornburg et al. published a manuscript presenting ambient data from a
new coarse particle sampler developed by RTI International (Research Triangle Park,
NC, USA) in 2009 (Thornburg, 2009). The coarse particulate environmental monitor
(CPEM) is a series of three separation stages designed to be inserted into the MSP
Model 200 PM10 PEM (MSP Corp., Shoreview, MN). The CPEM operates on a battery
operated pump to collect PMc on two, sequential 25mm Teflon filters. The CPEM’s small
dimensions (4.7 cm high, 4.2 cm wide), light weight (110g) low flow (2 Lpm) yet rugged
construction allow the system to be deployed as a personal exposure monitor as well as
a stationary indoor or outdoor monitor (Thornburg, 2009). Subsequent manuscripts from
Dr. Thornburg’s group at RTI International have demonstrated the usefulness of the
CPEM (Williams, 2009, Williams, 2012).
These samplers appeared to have the potential to contribute a great deal of
indoor air quality information to the ARTIS program. They were convenient for the small
space provided for the sampling equipment in many homes and were financially viable to
run and maintain. I contacted Dr. Thornburg in the fall of 2010 and he graciously
provided us with nine CPEM units and accessories. THE CPEMs run on D batteries and
rechargeable D batteries were tested in the laboratory. The CPEMs could run at the
appropriate flow rate (2 Lpm) for up to 5 days with one charge.
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CPEM Assembly
The first winter (November-March) of CPEM inclusion in the ARTIS program was 20102011. The Butte cohort, which had their baseline sampling that year, was managed by
Stacey Harper. It was necessary to train Stacey on how to assemble, sample,
disassemble and store CPEM samples. The CPEM Assembly Protocol (Figure A.1) was
created to provide step-by-step instructions for the preparation of a field-ready CPEM.
The CPEM stages were color-coded to reduce confusion. Stacey was also provided with
sufficient 25mm and 37mm filters, rechargeable batteries, a battery charger, Drycal DCLite flow monitor (BIOS International, Butler, NJ, USA), environmental chamber and
tools (C-ring pliers, screwdriver) to carry out the CPEM sampling.
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Figure A.1. CPEM Assembly Protocol.
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CPEM Data Sheet
The CPEM Data Sheet (Figure A.2) was designed to capture all pertinent information for
each sampling visit. Set-up date, House ID, DryCal ID, and CPEM Pump ID were all
recorded. During CPEM assembly the serial number of each filter used was recorded on
the data sheet for tracking purposes. At this time the filter was assigned a Filter ID based
on the community, date (MMDDYY), House ID, and filter placement within the CPEM.
For example, a filter in the top stage of the CPEM sampled at House ID 603 on
December 1st, 2010 would receive the filter ID BUT120110603_1. A filter in the second
stage from the same CPEM would receive the filter ID BUT120110603_2. This helped
track the filters and ensure the appropriate filters were combined for endotoxin analysis
at a later time.
Once the CPEM was assembled in the laboratory and the serial numbers of filter
IDs were recorded, an initial flow rate was taken using a DryCal flow monitor with the
CPEM pump that would accompany the CPEM to the field. The CPEM was placed in a
custom environmental chamber during all flow rate measurements. The 20th average
from the DryCal was recorded on the CPEM Data Sheet. The duration of sampling was
determined using the start date/time and stop date/time. Following sampling, a final flow
rate (20th average) reading was taken in the laboratory using the CPEM pump that had
accompanied the CPEM to the field. An average flow of initial and final flow rate was
used in calculation of volume of air sampled. Volume of air sampled was calculated as:
((Average flow rate (Lpm)*Total sample time (min))/1000). For example, if a CPEM ran
for exactly 48 hours (2,880 minutes) at 2 LPM then it would have sampled 5.76 m3. The
appropriate volume for each sampling duration was used to calculate particle (µg/m3)
and endotoxin (EU/m3) concentrations from each home. All data was entered into a
master spreadsheet for analysis.
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Figure A.2. CPEM Data Sheet.

Data Sheet for CPEM Sampling
Technician:__________________________

Set-up Date:___________________

House ID:__________________________
DryCal ID:_________________________
Pump ID: _____________________
Start Date:____________(mm/dd/yy)

Stop Date:____________(mm/dd/yy)

Start Time:____________(hh:mm, military) Stop Time:____________(hh:mm, military)
Total Sample Time:_________________min
Initial Flow Rate (20th average from DryCal):_____________L/min
Adjusted Flow (if applicable):________________L/min
Final Flow Rate (20th average from DryCal):_______________L/min
Average Calculated Flow Rate: ____________________L/min
Total Calculated Volume: _________________________L
Petri Slide IDs (i.e. MSO111209119 1)
Filter Placement

Serial Number

Filter ID (i.e. MSO111209119 1)

Top (25 mm: 1)
Middle (25 mm: 2)
Bottom (37 mm: 3)
Comments_______________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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CPEM Field Methods
CPEMs were transported to and from homes in a ziplock bag in a cooler with an ice
pack. This was to reduce any contamination of the filters and also to reduce the loss of
volatiles post-sampling. Unlike all the other instruments in the ARTIS program, the
CPEM does not have a mechanism to program start and stop times, therefore the
precise time that the CPEM ran was determined by when the field worker plugged in the
batteries and when they took them out. These times were recorded on the CPEM data
sheet.
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Establishing Weighing Facility
Filters used to collect particulate matter are sensitive to the weighing environment.
Humidity, temperature, drafts, vibration, and electrostatic charges on the filters can
influence gravimetric microbalance operations and efforts should be made to minimize or
eliminate them (Lawless, 1999). This is particularly critical for samples with small mass
collections. Without a controlled weighing environment at the University of Montana,
teflon filters used in the CPEMs would have to be pre- and post-weighed at a contracted
facility, drastically increasing costs. Under the guidance of Dr. Maria Morandi, I
established an environmentally controlled weighing facility in the Inhalation and
Pulmonary Physiology Core.
The weighing room, located in Skaggs 061C, has temperature controls that allow
the temperature to be maintained at 20-23 °C ± 2 °C. Several attempts at finding a
humidifier that could keep the relative humidity (rH) at 30-40% ± 5% over 48-hours were
performed, with the final result being the use of an 8-gallon Kenmore Whole House
humidifier (model 758.15408). This humidifier has an rH sensor that will run the unit only
when necessary to maintain a pre-set humidity. The accuracy and sensitivity of this builtin sensor was tested against a Q-trak (TSI Inc., Shoreview, MN, USA), used in the
ARTIS program, as well as a HOBO UX100 humidity data logger (Onset Corp., Cape
Cod, MA, USA) for multiple 48-hour trials. 24-hour averages were consistent between
instruments with relative humidity maintained between 30-40% with a standard deviation
less than five (Green, 2003).
Static interference was minimized in the weighing room in two ways. First, the
scale operator’s chair was kept on a grounded anti-static floor mat (ComfortKing USA,
Inc., Fairfield, NJ, USA). Static charge on filters is one of the most difficult external
influence to address (Lawless, 1999). We addressed this issue by using a radioactive
neutralizer (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA, USA), the most common
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method of static elimination. All filters were held next to the neutralizer for 30 seconds
prior to weighing. These neutralizers use a small amount of polonium-210, an alpha
particle emitter, to provide sufficient numbers of bipolar ions to bring static charges into
near-neutral equilibrium (Lawless, 1999).
Vibration was also minimized in two ways. The weighing facility is located in the
basement, reducing the effect of building vibrations. A heavy, damped balance table with
rubber isolators was placed under the microbalance to further reduce any effects of
vibration.
Following validation of temperature and humidity stability and removal of static
and vibration interferences, the weighing facility was ready to be used. Prior to sampling,
each filter was placed into individually labeled sterile polystyrene Analyslide containers
(Pall Corp., Ann Arbor, MI, USA) labeled with its unique serial number and allowed to
equilibrate for 24-48 hours in the weighing facility. RTI International provided their
Standard Operating Procedures for Gravimetric Analysis, which included a 27-step
protocol to be performed each time filters were weighed (Green, 2003). Of note is that
every tenth filter is reweighed with replicate filter weights required to vary by no more
than 15 µg. A set of filters (one 25 mm and one 37 mm) was weighed at each weighing
event and were also required to vary by no more than 15 µg. Filters were weighed prior
to and after each sampling event with a calibrated MT5 microbalance (Mettler-Toledo
LLC, Columbus, OH, USA). All of these conditions were met with the teflon filters used in
the CPEMs.
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QA/QC
Predetermined filters that were not sent to the field (laboratory blanks) were weighed at
every weighing event and were within the repeatability of the scale (0.8 µg). Field blanks
were prepared the same as other CPEMS and were brought to a home, taken out of
their bag, placed back into their bag and brought back to the laboratory for disassembly.
Pre- and post-flow rates were also recorded for field blanks. This scenario allows for all
potential background contamination to occur to the filters independent of in-home
sampling. A minimum of 10% field blanks were used each winter and were weighed and
analyzed the same as all other filters. All field blanks from all winters varied by no more
than 15 µg, the standard for laboratory blanks. All field blank filter extractions were below
the limit of detection for endotoxin. Therefore no adjustments were necessary in the data
analyses from the CPEM filters.
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Endotoxin Extraction & Analysis
Endotoxin extraction and analysis does not have a standardized protocol. To optimize
extraction from teflon filters (Spaan, 2007), I created a protocol for endotoxin extraction
that takes place in pyrogen-free water (PFW) containing 0.05% Tween20 (Figure A.3).
PFW is created by autoclaving ultrapure water in glassware that has been sterilized in a
muffle furnace by heating at 250°C for 60 minutes (Hecker, 1994). This method is also
accepted for removal of endotoxin from pharmaceutical agents by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA, 1984). My endotoxin analysis protocol using a kinetic chromogenic
Limulus amebocyte lysate (LAL) assay (Endosafe Endochrome-K; Charles River
Laboratories Inc., Charleston, SC, USA) was optimized for extracts from Teflon filters
(Thorne, 2000). All samples were diluted 1:50 in PFW prior to analysis to account for
Tween inhibiting the reactivity of the lipopolysaccharide (LPS) standard, thus shifting the
calibration curve to higher values (Spaan, 2008) (Figure A.4)
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Figure A.3. Endotoxin extraction protocol.
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Figure A.4. Endotoxin analysis protocol.
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Total Protein Issues
As part of my original research proposal I had intended to quantify total protein within the
coarse fraction as well as endotoxin. However, initial total protein analysis of the PMc
filter extracts using a NanoOrange Protein Quantitation Assay (Life Technologies, Grand
Island, NY, USA) gave unexpected results, with field blank extracts consistently having
higher total protein content than regular samples. All field blanks were below the limit of
detection in endotoxin analyses. I performed a series of filter spike experiments and
determined, through communication of my results with the kit manufacturer, that the
Tween in the extracts was interfering with the standard curve. Therefore total protein can
not be quantified in the CPEM samples without removal of the Tween. This issue has the
potential to be resolved at a future time.
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Filter Use Compliance
Several a priori decisions needed to be made in order to evaluate filter use compliance
via kilowatt meter (KWM) readings. Predicted daily KWM values were calculated for the
large and small filter units through laboratory trials. KWM readings were available from
41 out of 43 homes included in my analyses. KWM readings were used from installation
through the second filter change, capturing all relevant in-home sampling. Two homes
did not have KWM readings until the third filter change; in these cases the third filter
change value was used. A schematic of the workflow is provided (Figure A.5). The
lowest level of compliance was deemed appropriate if there were notes from the field
validating that at least one KWM was dysfunctional (n=2) or the home ran both units
continuously on the Medium setting (n=1; n=36 total). The next level of compliance
included home with at least one unit >50% of the predicted KWM value (n=33). The most
strict level of compliance occurred where the average (large and small) KWM reading
was >50% of the predicted KWM value (n=28). Sensitivity analyses were performed at
all levels.
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Figure A.5. KWH compliance workflow.

Figure A.5. KWH compliance workflow.
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